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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

CA

Contracting Authority

EUD
HRD

European Union Delegation
Human Resource Development

IB
IR

Incidental Budget
Inception Report

KE

Key Expert

MIS
MoSIT

Management Information System
Ministry of Science Industry and Technology

NKE
STE

Non Key Experts, sometimes referred to as STE
Short-term Expert, sometimes referred to as NKE

TAT
TL

Technical Assistance Team
Team Leader

TNA

Training Needs Assessment

ToR

Terms of Reference
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1 INTRODUCTION
This Operational Manual is built upon the earlier work the project has undertaken in developing:



A Management Information System
A Financial Management System




A Human Resource Development Process for İŞGEM staff
A Guide to available Turkish financial resources that İŞGEMs and their clients can apply too.



A pre-incubation training programme and process




A guide to Cloud Based Business Support Services in Turkey
A Benchmarking System for Turkey

This Operational Manual refers to these resources where appropriate, summarising the key points and providing
more detailed information where specific topics are not covered by these other resources

2 İŞGEM POLICY OBJECTIVE
This project has assisted in establishing three new incubators (İŞGEMs) in Kastamonu, Tokat and Malatya. The
three buildings were previously constructed under a separate contract and there is a separate supply contract
providing furniture and equipment. Launched in May 2014 the Technical Assistance contract has two
components, the first of which is focused on the launch and operation of the 3 İŞGEMs 1.

2.1

Background

Of central concern is the objective of the Government in supporting İŞGEMs. Unfortunately, there is no clear
current statement of KOSGEB in relation to their aims and objectives in supporting İŞGEMs. In the project ToR
the first purpose of the project is:

“Establishing three new business incubators in the selected regions (Kastamonu, Malatya, and
Tokat) in order to develop and spread more focused, specialized, comprehensive
entrepreneurship support mechanisms”2

According to the SME Policy and action plan a fundamental purpose of the policy is to ensure
that the SMEs adopt a structure with qualified workforce and high technological capabilities, and can
1

The second component of the project should have focused on networking all the İŞGEMs in Turkey and improving their

business model and operating practices. Since the second component could not achieve its objectives for lack of committed
counterparts, the present paper is a contribution from the TA Team and Consortium to identifying the weaknesses of the
current İŞGEM model and to formulate a set of recommendations for improving it.
2
Page 8
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adapt to the changing conditions and could compete in the national and international markets. SME
Strategy and Action Plan identify the following "Strategy Fields" for the purpose of promoting and
supporting SMEs:
• Development of Entrepreneurship
• Enterprise Development
• Integration of SMEs into International Markets
• Improvement of the Business Environment in Turkey
• Developing Technological and Innovative Capacity of SMEs

2.2

Objective

We can infer from the above statements that the İŞGEMs developmental policy objective is:
To address these 5 strategic fields by focusing entrepreneurship support mechanisms primarily within
the incubator but also, where possible to spread these mechanisms to wider groups in the community.
Clearly, for the İŞGEMs to be considered as sustainable as “genuine incubators” they need not just to generate
sufficient income to cover costs, they need sufficient income to deliver this developmental policy objective.
This is the critical issue that arises from the current policy model of İŞGEM self-sufficiency from rental income
alone. In almost all cases İŞGEMs cannot raise sufficient rental income to provide a focused professional broad
range support service. Given the public interest in promoting entrepreneurship through such service
development then İŞGEM managers will need to consider how to obtain ongoing external funds needed to
support this policy objective.

3 İŞGEM MARKETING
Ongoing comprehensive marketing activities to recruit suitable clients and supporters are a critical requirement
for a successful İŞGEM. The İŞGEM will have multiple objectives and target groups to incorporate within an
overall marketing campaign, reflecting the need to imbed the İŞGEM within the local SME and public sectors
and attract the tenants and external clients needed to achieve the objective of providing “focused
entrepreneurship support mechanisms” and “spread these mechanisms to wider groups in the community”.
Thus the purposes of the marketing strategy will include:


Attracting potential Tenants
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Supporting/raising profiles of İŞGEM tenants3.
Attracting external clients for professional services




Attracting/satisfying stakeholders, sponsors, investors, partners
Raising finance and other support resources



Integrating the İŞGEM into the start-up support community



Awareness raising for the İŞGEM project & services

3.1

Target Groups

The İŞGEMs marketing strategy needs to focus firstly on the demand side i.e. its customers including potential
tenants, tenants, graduate companies, external clients as well as its stakeholders, potential partners, sponsors and
investors. These are the key target groups:


Tenants




Graduate companies
Commercial clients




Potential İŞGEM Tenants
Potential entrepreneurs



SMEs in general




Sponsors
Stakeholders




Partners
Investors



Local/regional public sector



Start-up community

3.2

Approach

For all these target groups the İŞGEM needs to identify its Unique Selling Point. Essentially, the İŞGEM needs
to expose, emphasise and communicate its services and benefits expressed to directly address the interests of
these different groups. Essentially, the “focused entrepreneurship support mechanisms” combine to create a
premium service for new entrepreneurs lucky enough to gain a place at the İŞGEM.
This the İŞGEM needs to build is USP based on its portfolio of services emphasising:

3




The İŞGEMs objectives
Quality criteria for entry and exit



Local and regional needs (identified via market research)



Alternative offer of competitors (identified via market research)

The project has established an İŞGEM Portal as one marketing method see www.xxxx
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For each target group prioritised the İŞGEM needs to specify:


What will be achieved



The contents/actions of the marketing activity




The instruments to be used
The timescale and costs of the marketing activity



How impact will be measured.

The İŞGEM needs to draw up the marketing plan on an annual basis with month by month steps to be taken and
quarterly reviews of impacts of specific steps/instruments against targets using measures including:


Number of enquiries




Number of participants
Number of press reports




Number of actions initiated by others as result of İŞGEM marketing
Finance raised for İŞGEM/ for clients

3.3

Activities and Instruments

To implement the marketing strategy, the İŞGEM has a broad range of instruments it can use including:




Basic visibility:
o Signboard making site clearly visible
o

Directional signs to site from local main roads

o
o

Internal signs for individual tenants carrying a clear theme for whole building
Good landscaping

o
o

Entrance lobby displays and other statements in keeping with USP of premium services
Entries in directories and databases

Press Relations
o Maintain a list for press releases. Submit press releases on a regular basis on new successes of
the İŞGEM/tenants/clients



o
o

Submit articles
Regular progress reports

o
o

Case Studies/Success stories (tenant projects)
Visits to editorial offices

o Invitation of journalists to press conferences/interviews.
Organisation of Events (hosting events open to the public)
o

Open days

o
o

Business Plan competitions
Speeches

o

Seminars
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o
o

Workshops
Networking events

o
o

technology breakfasts
exhibitions

o

speaker placement

Participation in events:
o Own stand at local/regional trade fairs, exhibitions
o
o

Marketing stands with suitable tenants at major shopping centres
Conferences

o
o

Networking events
Guest speaker at entrepreneurship courses

o

Lectures and seminars at academic institutions

Material
o Flyers
o
o

Brochures
Annual report

o
o

Mailings
Newsletter

o

Leaflets on specific subjects

o
o

Website/ web presence
File of news and events (regularly updated)

o
o

Presentation of incubator services and premises
Presentation of tenants and their products/services

Other
o

Visibility manual

o

Business cards

o
o

Email signature
Testimonials

o

Local press/radio/TV advertising
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4 CLIENT MANAGEMENT

Pre incubation Stage – 5 steps4
Having recruited potential entrepreneurs, we have adopted a 5-step process for pre-incubation as follows:

•

Idea
Formation
Idea
assessment
Market
Validation

•
•

•
•

•

Defining the
business idea
Defining the
business
model

Completion of
the Business
Plan with
Financial
Forecasts
Business Plan

Orientation

First
Appointment

•
•
•

Management
Presentation
Skills
Specialist Topics

Training

•
•

Through internal
competencies
Through external
committee
Innovation
Assessment

4.1.1 First Appointment
Pre-incubation starts with a first appointment with advisor to discuss their business idea and steps to
establish market validity.
Tools
•

Checklist of questions to be considered

•

Record of meeting & agreed steps – standard form

Outcomes
• No further action or:
4

Taken From http://worldbusinessincubation.files
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•

Approval to enter programme

•

Allocation of a hot desk space & internet access

•
•

Agreed research entrepreneur should undertake
Agreed support İŞGEM will provide

•

Allocation to relevant training.

4.1.2

Training

The objective in providing training is to effectively transfer skills and knowledge the entrepreneur needs to
launch and manage their business.
Tools
•

We have designed a specific 6-day course as an introduction to business development. This is available

•

as an annex.
Suitable adult short-courses by other providers.
–

Business Management, quality assurance

–

Business costing and pricing

–

Financial forecasting

–

Business planning

–

Presenting skills

•

Technical skill training

•

Standard guides for self-directed learning

4.1.3

Orientation

The objective is to ensure the entrepreneur has understood and applies concepts and research to clearly define
their business idea/model
•
•

Informal brainstorming sessions with entrepreneur to take idea forward
Advisor / coaches’ entrepreneur to clearly research and express their business model

Tools
•

Skill at brainstorming

•

Standard approach & record

•

Background knowledge of business

4.1.4

Innovation Assessment

Objective is to establish if the entrepreneur is capable of successfully implementing business idea as a
tenant/client of the İŞGEM
There are two essential steps in the process:
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•

Firstly, an internal assessment based on above steps by staff. When staff feel the entrepreneur is ready

•

to progress they can move onto the second step of:
Entrepreneur pitches their idea to management committee with request for support. With management
committee’s endorsement the entrepreneur then moves onto the final step in the pre-incubation
programme

Tools
•

Assessment checklist to guide progress

•

Regular mgt. Committee meetings where presentations can be made

4.1.5

Business Planning – after place allocated but before moving in

The objective is to assist the entrepreneur to rapidly complete a business plan, identifying required finance
and making realistic growth forecasts
Tools
•

Advisor with significant knowledge

•

Business planning models and software – in many cases the entrepreneur will be seeking a KOSGEB
new enterprise loan and grant, requiring the use of their business planning model.

• High quality printing
Outcome
•

BP is used to make final decision on business starting in Incubator – i.e. necessary external start-up
finance identified and agreed.
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5 BUSINESS SUPPORT SERVICES
5.1

Core Task

An İŞGEM should aim at creating a fruitful environment for the accelerated development of start-up and early
stage ventures. Once admitted, incubatees should benefit from the incubator’s added values relating to the
types and quality of business support services provided.
The provision of a comprehensive and high quality range of business support services is the most critical
aspect of an İŞGEM as start- up entrepreneurs are often technically experienced but lack financial and
business acumen. The core task of the incubator’s management is to deal with the incubatees’ need for
business development support and develop and continuously refine the incubator’s business support
programme. The following key tasks can be derived from this management field:
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5.2

Internal and External Service Provision

The incubator concept envisages a one-stop-system of entrepreneurship and business support relating to a
package of services as well as facilities, infrastructure and other resources. As not all services can be
provided on an in-house basis, the management has to determine and organize an appropriate package of inhouse service provision conducted by İŞGEMs own personnel combined with externally provided services.

Basic Needs &

Special Needs

Co-ordination

External

Own staff

Expertise

resources

One-Stop-Shop full range of
business support services

Usually, reverting to external resources is especially recommended in order to be responsive to incubatees’
specialized knowledge demands. However, the primary determinants are the competencies of the İŞGEMs
human resources. When capacities of their own staff are exhausted, external expertise should be provided. A
case in point is when incubators are still in their initial stage and lack experienced human resources.
In the course of time, experience and knowledge gained by managing the incubator can often be transferred
to the situation and knowledge required by incubatees (e.g. concerning marketing strategies, financial
management, etc.). The incubator management will possibly be more and more able to cover certain
specialized business support topics by own personnel resources.
In Turkey KOSGEB has a comprehensive grant package for individual enterprises to provide 60-70% of the
costs of using external consultants or trainers. In delivering regular advice to clients the İŞGEM staff need to
be aware of this grant and how to apply, assisting clients to specify what help is required, identifying suitable
experts5, and supporting the client to supervise delivery.
It is expected that the costs of in-house services delivered by staff would be covered by the rent charged to
tenants. External services, however, will need to be paid for by tenants themselves, using the KOSGEB grant
scheme or other external supports when available.

5.3

Standard support procedure

It is expected that the İŞGEM staff will organize a regular monthly meeting to discuss each tenant’s progress
5

In our project we have trained a number of local consultants to deliver training and specialist advice to tenants.
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against their business plan. The objective of this meeting is to review the businesses strengths and
weaknesses, identifying where performance is significantly different from that forecast in the business plan.
From this monthly meeting action should be agreed (by the tenants and/or İŞGEM) with expected time period
required, to address weaknesses or take maximum advantage of strengths. Where action requires external
expertise then ToRs should be drafted together with suitable applications for support. The following monthly
meeting will start with a review of the action plan for last month, progress made and impacts achieved.
Central to these monthly coaching sessions should be a financial review of performance against financial
forecasts. This requires tenants to keep suitable records that can form the basis of these meetings. A critical
task of the İŞGEM staff, first undertaken during pre-incubation, is to ensure tenants understand the need for
this process and have the systems in place to collect the information required.
We have a separate financial management system (see annex) for the İŞGEM itself, a system we
subsequently upgraded once a cloud based accountancy package became available in Turkish. Encouraging
tenants to use the same or similar system would be a good basis for the collection of performance data for
these monthly meetings.

5.4

Standard services

Accessed via these monthly coaching meetings the standard services likely to be called on
for the İŞGEM to provide are likely to include:

Business planning
 classical business planning, elaboration of a business plan
 financial management and planning, financial projections, advice on:
o bookkeeping and accounting,
o investment strategies,
o debt management strategies

Financing and Fund raising
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 provision of information on suitable grants, public funding programs;
scanning of viability of different funding possibilities
 preparation of start-ups to become “investment-ready”;
 development of local financial networks and contacts with potential
financiers, e.g. business angel networks, venture capitalists, banks
 set-up of own small-scale seed capital scheme, in-house lending and/or
equity investment program
 help to compose appropriate package of finance:
 equity capital resources: venture capitalists, business angels, corporate
investors, public funding programs, etc.
 debt capital resources: lending institutions, community lending programs,
etc.

Marketing support
 assistance in implementing successful marketing activities
 low cost market research activities, targeting customers, identification of
target markets and (local) business opportunities, screening of market
trends, overview on clients, key players, competitors
 PR support (publish relevant company information/ success stories in
press releases, provide space for presenting brochures, business cards
etc.)
 provide credibility and visibility for incubatees, raising profile

Networking
 creation of contacts for incubatees to have access to knowledge, ideas
and business partners and integrate incubator into business support
community or (inter)national BI networks
 promotion of cooperation, connecting suitable business partners, supply
chain development, sectoral clustering
 promotion of networking between incubator tenants, startup entrepreneurs, service providers, etc.



Mentoring
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 linking incubatees with business experienced experts who serve as role
models, knowledge resources and objective advisors
 identification and recruitment of appropriate mentors (e.g. bankers,
accountants, consultants, professors with practical experience, business
people who are not competitors, retired executives, incubator graduates)
 matchmaking/ signposting
 monitoring, documentation

Technological assistance
 assistance concerning technological related support needs
 facilitation of technology transfer
 assistance in the creation, development, commercialization of new
technologies

After care / Post incubation actions
 support provided during stage after incubation when clients move into
‘grow on’ space; continuing assistance to ex-tenants after graduation
 assistance with moving out of the incubator, finding appropriate space,
logistics, etc.
 virtual incubation, online support packages, web site information
 mentoring (active / passive)

Outreach service
 support provided to regional start-up SMEs who are not situated within
the incubator
 training courses, workshops, presentations, networking events etc. at the
incubator
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6 PHYSICAL SPACE MANAGEMENT
Facility management (FM) is a managerial task concerning the whole life cycle of facilities that demands a
lot of management quality. It is responsible for coordinating all efforts related to planning, designing,
administrating and operating the incubator’s premises, buildings, equipment, infrastructure but also
outside facilities as e.g. grounds and parking.
In contrast to classical building and property management, FM takes a strategic and foresighted approach.
The two key criteria are need and budget. From that perspective, it is important to aim at cost transparency.

Inefficient operation and management of facilities cause large costs and tie up considerable resources.
Consequently, it is recommended to decide on outsourcing some FM activities during the incubator’s
planning phase which could possibly be more efficient. However, this only relates to the contracting of
operative FM tasks and not to strategic processes since these are to be derived from the İŞGEMs total
strategy.
This chapter will focus on primary FM responsibilities such as the management of İŞGEM space, utilities
and infrastructural services as well as adequate pricing strategies.
Further FM activities cover a wide range of issues i.e. reviewing current and future needs around
maintenance, repairs and replacements e.g. by conducting periodic preventive inspections, overseeing
refurbishment, procurement, purchasing equipment and materials, handling tenants’ move-in and move-out
procedures or developing and administrating security systems.
Be aware that FM and implicated tenancy functions of the business incubator take only a secondary
position in order to support the incubator’s core business. Direct incubatee support via consultancy and
business development support services should remain the top priority of İŞGEM management!
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6.1

Management of incubator space

An İŞGEM provides physical space (e.g. offices, workshop space) for rent in order to allow
incubatees and other tenants to concentrate on building their businesses.

6.1.1

Appropriate Size

Reserve Space

Space allocation

Dealing with space allocation to incubatees and other tenants.
An incubator manager should pay attention to the provision of efficient work
environments of appropriate size and equipment to support business
processes of incubatees at an optimal level. It is important to ensure that
tenants do not take on too large an area, creating excessive and avoidable
costs.
It also important to have reserve space available in order to allow
incubatees expand and react to increasing space requirements during the
dynamic process of business growth. To maintain flexibility, it is
recommended to have an occupancy rate of about 85% which allows to
react to expansion needs as well as inquiries of promising incubatee
candidates.

6.1.2

Security & Cleaning

All İŞGEMs need to be accessed by tenants on a 7 day, 24 hours a day basis. Some businesses i.e.
fresh food preparation, will need to work overnight preparing their products for early morning
distribution. Others will need ad hoc access because of the need to fulfil urgent orders. An effective
method of providing this is to develop a key card system so individual access outside normal office
hours can be monitored.
Tenants need to feel secure within the İŞGEM premises. This applies to expensive equipment locked
within units but also when arriving or departing the site. CC TV monitoring and alarm systems can go
a long way to providing this security but overnight security guards are required to supplement
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electronic security.
To present a professional image the buildings need to be cleaned on a regular basis. This applies to
the major common areas but also to toilets and meeting rooms. Toilets in particular need to be
inspected on a regular basis to ensure they are maintained up to a good standard.
Security and cleaning services can be sub-contracted via a contract(s) awarded after a tender
process.

6.1.3

Pricing

Generally, the collective price structure of an incubator’s services should be calculated on the
principle that operational costs are covered by rent and other service charges when the
incubator’s occupancy rate has reached 85%.
Price Structure

Conference
&
meeting rooms

A common practice in fixing rent levels is to develop different prices for different
kinds of tenants. Incubatees’ rent prices should be lower than rent prices for
commercial tenants who use the incubator primarily as a tenancy institution and
not so much because of its function as business development supporter. These
rent prices should be in line with usual commercial prices in the region.
Incubatees’ rent prices, on the contrary, should be below usual commercial
prices at the beginning but increase progressively over time. Generally, a %
reduction on the commercial price is set, a price that progressives rises to the
commercial price over the first two years. In many incubators by the third year
incubatee rent levels rise above the commercial level to encourage them to
move on and vacate space for a new tenant.
The use of larger seminar- and conference rooms as well as exhibition area (if
any) should be charged by an hour/ half–day or day rate. Furthermore, price
levels for incubatees and commercial users should be differentiated. A common
practice is to allocate so many free hours to incubatees, after which the standard
charge applies.

Common Space

Cafateria

In addition to the space category of offices and workshop areas which are
immediately used by incubatees and other tenants, there is also common
space (e.g. corridors, toilets, etc.) that should be considered in pricing.
The normal way of handling common space pricing is to set prices
individually on a pro rata basis, i.e. in relation to the size of office or workshop
space rented by an individual firm by including this cost within the rent
charged. Consequently, smaller firms with fewer space requirements have to
pay less than larger firms with more staff.
The Cafeteria should be rented to a selected experienced commercial
operator for commercial rates. In the case that during the first year(s) of
operation of the İŞGEM an insufficient number of cafeteria customers cannot
be attracted, temporarily reducing rental rates should be considered.

6.1.4

Utilities

Utilities cover services such as:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

electricity
heating
air-conditioning
gas
water
sewer
garbage
cleaning

These items are often included in basic rental fees as rent-related costs. Though, it is
recommended to invoice especially water and energy usage separately according to actual
individual use. For this there needs to be separate meters installed for each unit within the
building. This practice would create incentives for tenants to act less energy intensive and raise
awareness for energy use in general. In some İŞGEMs the lack of measuring equipment to record
heating use means that this needs to be charged within the rental fee.

6.1.5

Infrastructural services

Infrastructural services may include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Small conference rooms with adequate equipment
High speed internet facilities
Computer systems, LAN
Telecommunication services (digital exchange)
Mail service
Photocopying
Reception service
Common secretary service
etc.

Prices for infrastructural services should be set in a way so that the costs are covered. Pricing
possibilities are package prices e.g. related to the number of staff or to the size of space rented.
Another possibility is to invoice infrastructural services as a utility item.
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6.1.6

Tenant Manual

A clear contract between the İŞGEM and tenants is required and a template for this can be found as an annex. In
addition, the development of a short tenant manual on the most important tenant policies is recommended with
all new tenants attaching their signatures to indicate agreement to the manual. Possible contents are:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contact information
Office hours
Facility overview and conditions
Building access
Public entrance, check-in requirements
Conference room usage
Mail service
Cleaning service and rubbish removal
Move-in / move-out procedures
Tenant billing
Security regulations
Emergency contacts
Fire regulations
Insurance regulations
Parking
Advertising limitations and services
Prohibited activities

7 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Effectively managing the financial resources of the İŞGEM is a central requirement. As our project has
progressed we developed a number of financial tools to improve the management of the İŞGEMs
under our care. Initially based on Excel spreadsheets this system is set out in a financial manual
attached as an annex.
More recently, we have switched to a Turkish cloud based system, Paraşüt, www.Paraşüt.com . This has
proved to be significantly superior to the manual system, generating usable financial information so that actual
costs can be compared to forecast on a profit & loss and cash flow basis. From 2018 in Turkey all businesses
will be required to submit their records electronically to the tax authorities. Paraşüt, also provides this facility.

8 HR DEVELOPMENT
The critical resources of an İŞGEM or any incubator is its staff. The aim, as explained above, is to deliver a
comprehensive range of support services. Central to the ability to deliver these services are the skills and
motivation of İŞGEM staff. We have developed a HR manual covering job descriptions, selection and
employment, appraisal and LLL. This can be found as an annex.
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9 MONITORING PERFORMANCE – MIS
A Management Information System (MIS) is basically concerned with processing data into information and is
then communicated to the various Departments in an organization for appropriate decision-making.
The term "MIS" arose to describe such applications providing managers with information about sales,
inventories, and other data that would help in managing the enterprise. Today, the term is used broadly in a
number of contexts and includes decision support systems, resource and people management. Essentially, the
information collected is designed to monitor performance and provide needed inputs into policy making for an
organization, as set out in the diagram below.

For İŞGEMs the project designed a specific basic MIS that can be used to collect information on the
performance of the İŞGEM in delivering services to tenants and other clients. This is attached as an annex. Since
this basic paper system was produced we have been working on improving the documents and introducing an
ISO 9000 system that ensures we are able to consistently achieve the quality of service delivery required.
Information on these ISO 9000 systems are also attached.

10 ANNEX I – DEVELOPED FORMS
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Pre-incubation Planner
Activity
Marketing and
attracting interest

Details
–

promotion

Marketing segmentation –

e.g.

crafts, IT, technical, sector specific,
other

Initial selection from applications

Developing the business idea

Raising finance – how much is
needed

Sources of finance

Training – what can be provided

Trainers – In house, or outsourced

Mentoring

Business model

Business plan
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Who is responsible?
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11 ANNEX II HR SYSTEM
Introduction
There are strong relations among qualifications and competencies defined at the job descriptions of
İŞGEM Project staffs (manager and consultant), realizing project objectives and ensuring
sustainability. Compatibilities of manager’s and consultant’s qualifications of the job are the
prerequisite for efficiency. Main approach followed of selecting, assessing performance, identifying
training needs and composing training modules are explaining below in general terms. Main
approaches explained below could be used for selecting candidates of project staffs, assessing
performance, identifying training needs and composing training modules at new İŞGEM projects.
Selecting managers and consultants
Main approaches of identifying of selecting criterions of manager and consultant candidates and
preparing of assessment tables to be used in Kastamonu Malatya and Tokat İŞGEM Project centres
are as followed.












Studying Job Description. The manager and consultant job descriptions were
studied in terms of necessary qualifications, tasks to be done and responsibilities.
Draft criterions are identified.
Studying Occupational Standards. Draft criterions were compared with Small
Business Consultant National Occupation Standard, Level-6 and Project Manager
National Occupation Standard, Level-6 and revised.
Classifying Manager Selecting Criterions. Criterions were classified as General
Qualification, Work Experience and Management Skills, Specific Professional
Qualification in accordance with their features.
Classifying Consultant Selecting Criterions. Criterions were classified as General
Qualification, Work Experience, Specific Professional Qualification in accordance with
their features.
Allocating Value Points. Selecting criterions of manager and consultant were
allocated value points in accordance with the importance of tasks to be done. The
Task Group of Performance Assessment would be asked to allocate value points
documents submitted and questions answered by the candidates.
Composing Assessment Tables. Assessment tables to be used for selecting
manager and consultant candidates were composed on basis of criterions and value
points. Assessment tables used in selecting candidates are showed at Appendix-1
and Appendix-2.

Assessing Manager and Consultant Performance
Project Terms of Reference requires performance assessment of managers and consultants. Main
approaches of performance assessment system design are explained in general terms as followed.








The Task Group of Performance Assessment will be established. The task group is
composed of three members. KOSGEB, Turkey Tradesmen and Craftsmen
Confederation and Local Tradesmen and Craftsmen Union are represented with one
member at the task group.
The performance assessment criterion of manager and consultant were developed by
taking reference Small Business Consultant National Occupation Standard, Level-6
and Project Manager National Occupation Standard, Level-6
Manager and consultant performance will be assessed both processes and output.
Performance assessment criterions of manager and consultant were classified and
value points were allocated in accordance with their features.
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Manager performance assessment criterions, both processes and output, were
classified into seven groups. Manager performance assessment comprises 36
criterions.
Consultant performance assessment criterions, both processes and output, were
classified into nine groups. Consultant performance assessment comprises 41
criterions.
Assessment tables which are showed at Appendix-3 and Appendix-4, were
developed to assess manager and consultant both process and output task
performance.
Institutions and enterprises / businesses benefited from İŞGEM Project will be asked
to evaluate services of managers and consultants. The Task Group should take care
of selecting sample institutions and enterprises / businesses representing total group
benefited from İŞGEM Project services. Data relevant to performance of manager and
consultant will be collected by using structured interview form showed at Appendix-5
and Appendix-6.
Performance assessment reports of manager and consultant should be based on data
obtained by both performance assessment instrument and structured interview.
Strategies to be followed for preparing assessment report are explained at Appendix7 and Appendix-8.

Identifying Training Needs
İŞGEM Project Terms of Reference requires to improve competencies of manager and consultant by
in service Training. Needs analysis is necessary for effective planning. The steps in conducting needs
analysis are as follows.


Managers and consultants were asked to assess their present competencies with
predefined performance criterion. These criterions were developed to evaluate the
successes of managers and consultant. Training needs will be identified on basis of
data obtained by manager and consultant competency assessment.
 Criterions used in conducting training needs analysis were developed by taking
reference performance assessment criterion.
 Criterions of manager initial competency assessment were classified as follows:
 General Competency
 Project Preparatory Work Competency
 Work Organızatıon Competency
 Occupatıonal Health, Safety and Workıng Envıronment Competency
 Planning Competency
 Management and Implementation Competency
 Occupatıonal Improvement Servıce Competency
 Criterions of consultant initial competency assessment were classified as follows:
 General Competency
 Occupational Health and Safety, Working Environment Competency
 Work Organization Competency
 Customer Relation Competency
 Competency of Planning Previous Services
 SME Assessment Competency
 SME Service Planning Competency
 SME Services Agreement Implementation Competency
 Service Sustainability Competency
 Occupational Improvement Service Competency
 Initial Competency Assessment Tables showed at Appendix-9 and Appendix-10 were
developed by taking reference of classified criterions for identifying training needs.
 Value points were allocated to initial competency assessment criterions in accordance
with the importance of task realization.
 Meetings with managers and consultants were organized by the specialist at
Kastamonu, Malatya and Tokat İŞGEM Project, purposes, objectives and procedures to
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be followed in initial competency assessment were explained. Project staffs were
informed about initial assessment and questions asked by the participants were replied.
Initial competency assessment data obtained from managers and consultants were
processed at tables showed at Appendix-11 and Appendix-12. All data were
interpreted for purpose of training needs.

Composing Training Modules
Initial competency assessment data obtained from İŞGEM Project managers and consultants started
working at Kastamonu, Malatya and Tokat project centres were processed at the tables showed at
Appendix-11 and Appendix-12 and interpreted. Training modules were composed on the basis of
assessment data, Small Business Consultant National Occupation Standard, Level-6 and Project
Manager National Occupation Standard, Level-6. Proposed training modules are as follows:







Modul-1: Communication and Reporting
Modul-2: Work Organization
Modul-3: Occupational Health and Safety, Working Environment and Quality
Modul-4: Planning Small Business Services
Modul-5: Project Management
Modul-6: Planning Occupational Improvement Training

Foreign specialist appointed by Project Team Leader Prepared Draft Management Information System
Hand Book. The specialist offered 1) Operation Management, 2) Infrastructure and Facility
Management 3) Financial Management, training modules for improving project manager and
consultant qualification. Competency assessment data, Small Business Consultant National
Occupation Standard, Level-6 and Project Manager National Occupation Standard, Level-6 and Draft
Management Information System Hand Book were studied for improving composed training modules.
After comparative studying available documents, Modul-7: Infrastructure and Facility Management was
added the previously proposed modules. The proposed training modules are showed at Appendix-13.
The contents of modules are described in general features.
Job descriptions of manager and consultant were revised in accordance with initial competency
assessment data, Draft Management Information System Hand Book and Project Team Leader’s
recommendations. Draft job descriptions are submitted to those concerned for further evaluation. The
revised Job descriptions of manager and consultant are showed at Appendix-14.
Conclusion and Recommendations
The selecting system based on objective criterions are developed to choose managers and
consultants to be employed at Kastamonu. Malatya and Tokat İŞGEM Project centres. How successful
are the managers and consultants employed at the project centres? It is necessary to have reliable
data to answer this question properly. The Performance Assessment System is designed to answer
how successful are the managers and consultants to perform their jobs described at Terms of
Reference? Efficiency of project staff in service training has strong relations in designing and
implementing the training programs ensuring job and individual compatibility. The proposed training
modules were composed on basis of ensuring job and individual compatibility. The proposed system
of selecting manager and consultants, assessing performance, identifying training needs and
composing of training modules should be updated and developed to meet current changes.
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APPENDIX-1
İŞGEM PROJECT, MANAGER CANDIDATE EVALUATION SHEET
Evaluator:………………………………………………………

Date :………………...............
CANDIDATES

CRITERIONS

POINTS

General Qualifications

30

1

At least, Bachelor Degree in business administration, economy,
management, engineering, or equivalent field.

5

2

Master Degree in business administration, economy, management,
engineering, or equivalent field.

5

3

PhD. in business administration,
engineering, or equivalent field.

10

4

Proficiency of written and spoken English

NO.

5

economy,

management,

10

Work Experiences and Management Skills

40

At least 5-year work experiences at business firm in business
administration, economy, management, engineering, or equivalent
field.

15

31

6

At least 2-year management work experiences in private sector at
business firm

10

7

At SME scale, at least 2 years’ successful work experiences of
establishing and operating business firm producing goods and
services

10

8

Written and spoken Communication skills

5

Specific Professional Qualification
9

10

11

30

Implementation skills of MS Office programs at SME

10

Work experiences of establishing and developing SMS in local
community in which candidate makes application

15

Work experiences of identifying training needs of SME work force,
preparing and implementing training programs

5

TOTAL POINS

100

Comments and Explanations:
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APPENDIX-2
İŞGEM PROJECT, CONSULTANT CANDIDATE EVALUATION SHEET
Evaluator:………………………………………………………

Date:………………...............
CANDIDATES

CRITERIONS

POINTS

General Qualifications

20

1

At least, Associate Degree in business administration, economy,
management, technology, or equivalent field

5

2

Bachelor Degree in business administration,
management, engineering, or equivalent field.

10

3

Written and spoken Communication skills

5

4

Proficiency of written and spoken English (reason for preference)

-

NO.

5

economy,

Work Experiences

30

As a mandatory condition 5-year work experiences in private
sector business firm, at least 10-year work experiences in
producing, coordinating and supervising goods and services

20

33

6

At SME scale, at least 2 years’ successful work experiences of
establishing and operating business firm producing goods and
services.

10

Specific Professional Qualification

50

7

Implementation skills of MS Office programs at SME

10

8

Work experiences of planning and implementing activities to
develop and improve entrepreneurship at SMEs

10

9

Work experiences of helping entrepreneurs in establishing his / her
SME within the framework of İŞGEM

15

10

11

Work experiences of preparing technical reports based on facts in
relation to SME

10

Work experiences of planning. Implementing and assessing
entrepreneurship training at SME scale

5

TOTAL POINS

100

Comments and Explanations:
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APPENDIX-3
İŞGEM PROJECT
İŞGEM MANAGER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
Consultant Name: ………………………………………………………………
Date …………………………..
Project Centre / Location: ………………………………………………….........................
Explanation: Performance assessment instrument is designed to identify the success of the İŞGEM Project Manager.
Instrument development is based on Consultant Occupation Standard accepted by Vocational Qualification Authority and
published on October 3,2013 serial number 28784 Official Gazette and Project Manager, Level-6 Occupation Standard
accepted by Occupation Competence Institute and published on December26,2013 serial number 28863 Official Gazette.
The criterions to be used to identify the success of the manager both outputs and processes are showed on Table -1. Assess
project manager performance by checking against criterions. If any criterion is not applicable for the assessment of a
performance, put ( +) mark to indicate this criterion out of the assessment scope. Assessing of each criterion, put (+) mark
under successful or unsuccessful column. The value of each criterion is showed on the table.
TABLE-1
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
Sequence
Number

CRTERION

1

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to
operate a functional communication
network with SMEs which he/she is
responsible for?

Inapplicable

Value
Point

GENERAL PERFORMANCE

2

3

4

5

5

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to
operate a monitoring system of current

5

SME policies and support?
Is the İŞGEM manager successful to assess

7

SME technical reports?
Is the İŞGEM manager successful to assess
outputs of professional meetings,
Seminars and workshops?

3

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to ensure
a functional working environment at the

10

project?
PROJECT PREPARATORY WORK PERFORMANCE
6

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to
identify items based on data which are
effective on the realization of project aims?

10

7

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to
identify SMEs which he / she is responsible
for, their working areas and potential/
possible developments?

5

8

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to
organize İŞGEM project suitable to real
needs?

5

9

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to
evaluate potential risks, opportunities,
limitations / constraints and to identify /
develop suitable strategies for realizing

10
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Successful

Unsuccessful

İŞGEM project aims?
WORK ORGANIZATION PERFORMANCE

10

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to do
research / to have research done about
SMEs
to
harmonize
them
with
technological changes and to increase

5

productivities in producing goods and
services?
11

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to make
a functional planning for SME supportive
services?

10

12

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to draw
up technical contracts / to have technical
contracts done to buy goods and services?

5

13

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to
conduct good and service buying in
accordance with current regulations?

5

14

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to
establish and to operate a functional
communication, recording and archiving
system?

10

15

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to
prepare budget in accordance with project
aims?

5

16

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to set up
a monitoring and assessing system for
planned activities?

10

17

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to ensure
in publishing İŞGEM project supportive
services for SMEs by using written, visual

5

and digital presses?
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH,SAFETH AND WORKING ENVIRONMENT PERFORMANCE

18

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to
coordinate monitoring activities of SMEs
working environment in accordance with
present occupational health and safety

10

regulations?

19

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to
coordinate
monitoring
of
SMEs
environmental protection activities in
accordance with present regulations?

5

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to ensure
20

SME staffs supportive services for making
risk /hazard assessments?

5

21

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to ensure
SME supportive services for the
improvement of goods and services in
accordance with national and international
standards?

10

22

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to ensure
SME supportive services for preparing

5

36

emergency plan?
PLANING PERFORMANCE

23

24

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to assess
SME technical reports of good and service

5

production, financial, human resource
and marketing activities?
Is the İŞGEM manager successful to ensure
establishing of a functional customer

5

portfolio?

25

26

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to ensure
preparing application /implementation

10

plans of SMS supportive services to be
offered by İŞGEM project?
Is the İŞGEM manager successful to ensure
preparing service agreement documents of
SME supportive services to be offered by
İŞGEM project?

5

MANAGEMENT AND IMLEMENTATİON PERFORMANCE

27

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to
determine
tasks,
authorities
and
responsibilities
of
İŞGEM
project
personnel?

5

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to guide

28

29

and to motivate İŞGEM project personnel’s
in realizing project aims?

5

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to
evaluate the performance of project
personnel in accordance with criterions
and to correct faults / deficiencies and
incompleteness’s
of
the
project

10

personnel’s?

30

31

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to ensure
necessary resources in implementing SME
service plans?

10

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to
control processes and outputs of SME

5

service plans?

32

33

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to
correct and to update SME service plans on
the basis of data obtained by assessment?

10

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to
develop strategies to ensure project

5

sustainability
OCCUPATIONAL IMROVEMENT SERVICE PERFORMANCE

34

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to
implement
occupational
improvement
programs to ensure in harmonizing SME

5

personnel with technological and business
life changes?
35

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to train
project personnel on the job to increase /to

5

37

enhance task effectiveness?

36

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to
evaluate and to monitor the outputs of
occupation programs, if necessary, to
correct/ to revise the programs and the
implementations?

10

TOTAL POINTS

PERFORMANCE
POINTS

GENERAL ASSESSMENT AND COMMENTARY

Explanation: Assess and comment İŞGEM project manager success (successful, partially successful and

unsuccessful) in accordance with performance points.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

ASSESSOR OF PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
Assessor
/
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Title
/
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Date: …………………………………………………………………………………….
Signature:……………………………………………………………………………………..
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Evaluator:
Position:

APPENDIX-4
İŞGEM PROJECT
İŞGEM CONSULTANT PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
Consultant Name: ………………………………………………………………
Date …………………………..
Project Centre / Location: …………………………………………………..
Explanation: Performance assessment instrument is designed to identify the success of the İŞGEM Project Consultant.
Instrument development is based on Consultant Occupation Standard accepted by Vocational Qualification Authority and
published on October 3,2013 serial number 28784 Official Gazette. The criterions to be used to identify the success of the
consultant both outputs and processes are showed on Table -1. Assess consultant performance by checking against
criterions. If any criterion is not applicable for the assessment of a performance, put ( +) mark to indicate this criterion out
of the assessment scope. Assessing of each criterion, put ( + ) mark under successful or unsuccessful column. The value of
each criterion is showed on the table.
TABLE-1
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
Sequence
Number

CRTERION

1

Is the consultant successful to set
up a functional communication
network with SMEs which he/she is
responsible for?

5

2

Is the consultant successful to set
up a monitoring system of current?
SME policies and supports?

5

3

Is the consultant successful to
prepare SME technical reports
based on observation and data?

5

4

Is the consultant successful to make
presentation at professional?
Meetings,
seminars
and
workshops?

3

Inapplicable

Value
Point

Successful

Unsuccessful

GENERAL PERFORMANCE

Is the consultant successful to set
up and to implement meeting in
5

6

introducing technological
business life?
Changes related to SMEs?

and

7

Is the consultant successful to work
in a planned and systematic way?

5

OCCUPATİONAL HEALTH and SAFETY, WORKİNG ENVIRONMENT PERFORMANCE
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7

8

Is the consultant successful to
monitor
SME
working
environments in accordance with
present Occupational health and
safety regulation?

10

Is the consultant successful to guide
SME
staffs
for
solving

10

Occupational health and safety
problems?

9

Is the consultant successful to
monitor SMEs for corresponding
with
environment
protection
regulation?

5

10

Is the consultant successful to guide
SME staffs for solving environment
protection problems?

5

11

Is the consultant successful to help
SME staffs for making risk /hazard
assessment?

10

12

Is the consultant successful to
support SMS staffs for preparing
emergency plans?

5

WORK ORGANIZATION PERFORMANCE
Is the consultant successful to
13

support SME staffs for preparing
work plan to produce goods and
services?

5

14

Is the consultant successful to
support SME staffs for setting up
working?
Environment to produce goods and
services?

3

15

Is the consultant successful to
present well prepared samples of
service proposal / tender for
developing skills of SME staffs?

7

Is the consultant successful to
16

develop a recording system of
services provided for SMEs?

5

17

Is the consultant successful to train
SME staffs on the Job to calculate
the cost of the services and to draw
up documents?

5

18

Is the consultant successful to guide
SME staffs to develop a monitoring
and assessing network to improve
the qualities of goods and services
produced by SMEs?

10

CUSTOMER RELATION PERFORMANCE

40

19

Is the consultant successful to
establish customer Portfolios for
target SME groups?

5

Is the consultant successful to
publish kind of services provided by
20

İŞGEM Project for target SME
groups by using written and
digital press?

10

PERFORMANCE OF PLANING PREVIOUS SERVICES
21

22

Is the consultant successful to
prepare interview Plans?

3

Is the consultant successful to
prepare
service agreements of SMEs to be
provided by İŞGEM project?

7

SME ASSESSMENT PERFORMANCE

23

Is the consultant successful to
prepare technical reports by
analysing activity structures of
SMEs?

5

24

Is the consultant successful to
prepare technical reports by
analysing financial structures of
SMEs?

5

25

26

27

Is the consultant successful to
prepare technical reports by
analysing human
resource structures of SMEs?

5

Is the consultant successful to
prepare technical reports by
analysing marketing structures of
SMEs?
Is the consultant successful
prepare technical reports
analysing production activities
goods and services realized
SMEs?

5

to
by
of
by

5

Is the consultant successful to
28

assess and to Commentate /
interpreted as a whole all technical
reports of SMEs?

10

SME SERVICE PLANING PERFORMANCE
29

Is the consultant successful to

10

define services to be Offered by

41

İŞGEM Project in assessing all
technical reports with SME staffs?
30

Is the consultant successful to
identify the scope of the services to
be provided by İŞGEM Project?

5

Is the consultant successful to
31

implement contracted services to be
provided by İŞGEM Project?

5

SME SERVICES AGREEMENT IMPLEMENTATION PERFORMANCE
Is the consultant successful to
determine necessary items (human
32

33

resources, instruments, finance,
working environments etc.) for
implementing
SME
service
agreements/contracts?

10

Is the consultant successful to
develop implementation plans of
services to be offered to SMEs by

5

İŞGEM Project?

34

Is the consultant successful to
analyse potential / possible risks in
the implementation process of
SME services to be provided by
İŞGEM Project?

5

35

Is the consultant successful to fine
out resources İn implementing
İŞGEM Project
service plans?

10

36

37

Is the consultant successful to
identify
Control
/checkpoint
processes of service Plans?

5

Is the consultant successful to
monitor and assess outputs of
İŞGEM Project services provided
for SMEs?

5

SERVICE SUSTANINABLITY PERFORMANCE

38

39

Is the consultant successful to keep
tidily ready the SME Service
documents to be used?

5

Is the consultant successful to plan
terminating SME Services provided
by İŞGEM Project?

5

OCCUPATIONAL IMPROVEMENT SERVICE PERFORMANCE
Is the consultant successful to plan
40

and
implement
Occupational
improvement programs suitable the

5

42

needs of SME staffs?
Is the consultant successful to
follow up / to monitor and assess
outputs
of
occupational
improvement programs of SME
staffs?

41

5

Total
Points
Performance
Points
GENERAL ASSESSMENT AND COMMENTARY

Explanation: Assess and comment SME consultant success (successful, partially successful and unsuccessful)
in accordance with performance points
.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………..

ASSESSOR OF PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

Assessor / Evaluator:……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Title / Position: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Date:………………………………………………………………………….
Signature : ………………………………………………………………………..

APPENDIX-5
İŞGEM PROJECT
İŞGEM MANAGER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
STRUCTURED INTERVIEW

Explanation
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İŞGEM Project aims to provide services to SMEs in order to improve quality and effectiveness of goods and
services produced by SMEs. Your observation and assessment are needed to identify the success of İŞGEM
Manager.
Your answers of the following questions only will be used to assess the performance of the manager. We thank
you for answering questions, making contributions and allocating time.
Task Group
İŞGEM Manager Performance Assessment
PERSONAL INFORMATION

Name and Surname: ……………………………………………………………………………
Title / position:……………………………………………………………………………..
Work Experience / Year: ……………………………………..
Field

of

Goods

and

Services

produced:

…………………………………………………………………………………….
OBSERVATION AND ASSESSMENT

1. Is there any regular communication network between İŞGEM project and your institution? If yes, do you
assess İŞGEM manager successful to operate communication network?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
2. Are the services provided by İŞGEM project suitable in terms of scope and quality for the development of
SMEs? Explain your observation and assessment.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………
3. Is there any service agreement between your enterprise / business and İŞGEM project? If yes, is the İŞGEM
manager successful to realize services defined at the agreement? Please explain.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
4. Is the İŞGEM manager successful to publicize İŞGEM project at the printed, visual and digital press /
media? Please explain your observation and assessment.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
5. If you have any views and proposals to improve services provided by İŞGEM project to SMEs in terms of
scope and quality, please explain.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………

APPENDIX-6
İŞGEM PROJECT CONSULTANT PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
STUCTURED INTERVIEW

Explanation
İŞGEM Project aims to provide services to SMEs in order to improve quality and effectiveness of goods and
services produced by SMEs. Your observations and assessments are needed to identify the success of İŞGEM
Consultant
Your answers of the following questions only will be used to assess the performance of the consultant. We
thank you for answering questions, making contributions and allocating time.
Task Group
İŞGEM Consultant Performance Assessment
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PERSONAL INFORMATION

Name and Surname: ……………………………………………………………………………
Title / position:……………………………………………………………………………..
Work Experience / Year: ……………………………………..
Field
of
Goods
and
Services
………………………………………………………………………………………………

produced:

OBSERVATION AND ASSESSMENT

1. Did consultant inform you about the aims and services of İŞGEM Project? If your answer is yes, explain how this
introduction / presentation was made.

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
2. Do you have systematic communication network with İŞGEM Project consultant? If yes, how this network
has been realized?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………
3. Is there any service agreement between your enterprise / business and İŞGEM Project? If yes, how do you
assess the effect of this agreement on your enterprise / business?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………….
4. What kind of services do you need to improve the quality and effectiveness of goods and services produced by
your Enterprise? Did you demand any kind of services from İŞGEM Project? If yes, please explain the result of
your demand?
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………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………

5. If you have any views and proposals to improve services provided by İŞGEM project to SMEs in terms of
scope and quality, please explain.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………

APPENDIX-7
İŞGEM PROJECT
İŞGEM MANAGER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT STRATEGY

The outputs and processes of İŞGEM Project manager performance will be assessed on the bases of data to be
obtained by using assessment criterions showed at Appendix-3 and structured Interview Instrument, Appendix-5.
First of all, The Task Group of İŞGEM Manager Performance Assessment will be established. The task group
will be composed of three members. KOSGEB, Turkey Tradesmen and Craftsmen Confederation and Local
Tradesmen and Craftsmen Union will be represented with one member at the task group. KOSGEB member
is proposed as the chairman of the task group. All the members of the task group should have at least 10 years
work experiences.
The task group will assess İŞGEM manager performance, both output and processes, by taking reference of
criterions showed at Appendix-3. Each member of the task group will compare İŞGEM manager performances
against criterions and allocate points on Table-1 independently / separately. The total performance points
allocated by the task group members will indicate the success level of the İŞGEM manager.
The Task Group will get data from institutions and enterprises / businesses benefited from İŞGEM Project
services by using structured Interview Instrument, Appendix-5. At least, 10 institutions and enterprises will be
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asked to evaluate the services of the İŞGEM manager. The Task Group should take care of selecting sample
institutions and enterprises / businesses representing total group benefited from İŞGEM Project services.
The Task Group should preferably make interviews with the staffs of selected institutions. If the time and
opportunities are limited / restricted, the structured Interview Instrument, Appendix-5.can be delivered to the
selected institutions by using appropriate methods. The İŞGEM Manager Performance Assessment Report
should be written on the bases of data obtained by using Instruments showed at Appendix-3 and Appendix-5.
Task Group
İŞGEM Manager Performance Assessment

APPENDIX-8
İŞGEM PROJECT
İŞGEM CONSULTANT PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT STRATEGY

The outputs and processes of İŞGEM Project consultant performance will be assessed on the bases of data to be
obtained by using assessment criterions showed at Appendix-4 and structured Interview Instrument, Appendix-6,
First of all, The Task Group of Consultant Performance Assessment will be established. The task group will be
composed of three members. KOSGEB, Turkey Tradesmen and Craftsmen Confederation and Local
Tradesmen and Craftsmen Union will be represented with one member at the task group. KOSGEB member
is proposed as the chairman of the task group. All the members of the task group should have at least 10 years
work experiences.
The task group will assess consultant performance, both output and processes, by taking reference of criterions
showed at Appendix-4. Each member of the task group will compare consultant performances against criterions
and allocate points on Table-1 independently / separately. The total performance points allocated by the task
group members will indicate the success level of the consultant.
The Task Group will get data from institutions and enterprises / businesses benefited from İŞGEM Project
services by using structured Interview Instrument, Appendix-6. At least, 10 institutions and enterprises will be
asked to evaluate the services of the consultant. The Task Group should take care of selecting sample institutions
and enterprises / businesses representing total group benefited from İŞGEM Project services.
The Task Group should preferably make interviews with the staffs of selected institutions. If the time and
opportunities are limited / restricted, the structured Interview Instrument, Appendix-6 can be delivered to the
selected institutions by using appropriate methods. The İŞGEM Consultant Performance Assessment Report
should be written on the bases of data obtained by using Instruments showed at Appendix-4 and Appendix-6.
Task Group
İŞGEM Consultant Performance Assessment
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APPENDIX-9
İŞGEM MANAGER INITIAL COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT
Consultant Name: ………………………………………………………………
Project Centre / Location: ………………………………………………….........................

Date …………………………..

Explanation: Competency assessment instrument is designed to identify the competency of the İŞGEM Project Manager.
Instrument development is based on Consultant Occupation Standard and Project Manager, Level-6 Occupation Standard
accepted by Vocational Qualification Authority and published on October 3,2013 serial number 28784 Official Gazette and
on December26,2013 serial number 28863 Official Gazette. The criterions to be used to identify the competency of the
manager are showed on Table -1. Assess project manager competency by checking against criterions. If any criterion is not
applicable for the assessment of a competency, put ( +) mark to indicate this criterion out of the assessment scope. Assessing
of each criterion, put ( + ) mark under competent or incompetent column. The value of each criterion is showed on the
table-1.
TABLE-1
COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT
Sequence
Number

CRTERION

Inapplicable

Value
Point

GENERAL COMPETENCY

1

2

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
operate a functional communication
network with SMEs which he/she is
responsible for?

5

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
operate a monitoring system of current
SME policies and support?

5

3

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to assess
SME technical reports?

7

4

Is the İŞGEM manager successful to assess
outputs of professional meetings,
seminars and workshops?

3

5

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to ensure
a functional working environment at the
project?

10

6

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
identify items based on data which are
effective on the realization of project aims?

10

7

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
identify SMEs which he / she is responsible
for, their working areas and potential/

5

PROJECT PREPARATORY WORK COMPETENCY
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Competent

Incompetent

possible developments?
8

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
organize İŞGEM project suitable to real
needs?

5

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
evaluate potential risks, opportunities,
9

limitations / constraints and to identify /
develop suitable strategies for realizing
İŞGEM project aims?

10

WORK ORGANIZATION COMPETENCY
Is the İŞGEM manager competent to do
have research done about
harmonize
them
with
changes and to increase
in producing goods and

5

11

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to make
a functional planning for SME supportive
services?

10

12

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to draw
up technical contracts / to have technical
contracts done to buy goods and services?

5

10

13

research / to
SMEs
to
technological
productivities
services?

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
conduct good and service buying in

5

accordance with current regulations?

14

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
establish and to operate a functional
communication, recording and archiving
system?

10

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
15

16

prepare budget in accordance with project
aims?

5

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to set up
a monitoring and assessing system for
planned activities?

10

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to ensure
17

in publizing İŞGEM project supportive
services for SMEs by using written, visual
and digital presses?

5

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH, SAFETH AND WORKING ENVIRONMENT COMPETENCY
Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
coordinate monitoring activities of SMEs
18

working environment in accordance with
present occupational health and safety
regulations?

10

19

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
coordinate
monitoring
of
SMEs
environmental protection activities in
accordance with present regulations?

5

20

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to ensure
SME staffs supportive services for making

5
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risk /hazard assessments?

21

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to ensure
SME supportive services for the
improvement of goods and services in
accordance with national and international
standards?

10

22

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to ensure
SME supportive services for preparing
emergency plan?

5

PLANING COMPETENCY
Is the İŞGEM manager competent to assess
23

24

SME technical reports of good and service

5

production, financial, human resource
and marketing activities?
Is the İŞGEM manager competent to ensure
establishing of a functional customer

5

portfolio?

25

26

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to ensure
preparing application /implementation
plans of SMS supportive services to be
offered by İŞGEM project?

10

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to ensure
preparing service agreement documents of
SME supportive services to be offered by

5

İŞGEM project?
MANAGEMENT AND IMLEMENTATİON COMPETENCY

27

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
determine
tasks,
authorities
and
responsibilities
of
İŞGEM
project
personnel?

5

28

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to guide
and to motivate İŞGEM project personnel
in realizing project aims?

5

29

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
evaluate the performance of project
personnel’s in accordance with criterions

10

and to correct faults / deficiencies and
incompleteness’s of the project personals?

30

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to ensure
necessary resources in implementing SME
service plans?

10

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to

31

5

control processes and outputs of SME
service plans?

32

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
correct and to update SME service plans on
the basis of data obtained by assessment?

10

33

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
develop strategies to ensure project
sustainability

5

OCCUPATIONAL IMROVEMENT SERVICE COMPETENCY
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34

35

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
implement
occupational
improvement
programs to ensure in harmonizing SME
personnel with technological and business
life changes?

5

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to train
project personnel on the job to increase /to

5

enhance task effectiveness?

36

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
evaluate and to monitor the outputs of
occupation programs, if necessary, to
correct/ to revise the programs and the
implementations?

10

Total Poınts

Competent Points

GENERAL ASSESSMENT AND COMMENTARY

Explanation: Assess and comment İŞGEM project manager competent (competent, partially competent and incompetent)
competent points.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

ASSESSOR OF COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT
Assessor
/
Evaluator:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Title
/
Position:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Date: …………………………………………………………………………………….
Signature:……………………………………………………………………………………..
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APPENDIX-10
İŞGEM CONSULTANT INITIAL COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT
Consultant Name: ………………………………………………………………
Date …………………………..
Project Centre / Location: …………………………………………………..
Explanation: Competency assessment instrument is designed to identify the competency of the İŞGEM Project Consultant.
Instrument development is based on Consultant Occupation Standard accepted by Vocational Qualification Authority and
published on October 3,2013 serial number 28784 Official Gazette. The criterions to be used to identify the competency of
the consultant are showed on Table -1. Assess consultant competency by checking against criterions. If any criterion is not
applicable for the assessment of a competency put ( +) mark to indicate this criterion out of the assessment scope. Assessing
of each criterion, put ( + ) mark under competent or incompetent column. The value of each criterion is showed on the
table-1.
TABLE-1
COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT
Sequence
Number

Inapplicable

CRITERION

Value
Point

GENERAL COMPETENCY

1

2

Is the consultant competent to set
up a functional communication

5

network with SMEs which he/she is
responsible for?
Is the consultant competent to set
up a monitoring system of current?
SME policies and supports?

5

Is the consultant competent to
3

4

5

prepare SME technical reports
based on observation and data?

5

Is the consultant competent to make
presentation at professional
meetings, seminars and workshops?

3

Is the consultant competent to set
up and to implement meeting in
introducing technological and
business life changes related to
SMEs?

7
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Competent

Incompetent

6

Is the consultant competent to work
in a planned and systematic way?

5

OCCUPATİONAL HEALTH and SAFETY, WORKİNG ENVIRONMENT COMPETENCY

7

Is the consultant competent to
monitor
SME
working
environments in accordance with

10

present Occupational health and
safety regulation?

8

Is the consultant competent to guide
SME
staffs
for
solving
Occupational health and safety
problems?

10

9

Is the consultant competent to
monitor SMEs for corresponding
with
environment
protection
regulation?

5

10

Is the consultant competent to guide
SME staffs for solving environment
protection problems?

5

11

Is the consultant competent to help
SME staffs for making risk /hazard
assessment?

10

12

Is the consultant competent to
support SMS staffs for preparing

5

emergency plans?
WORK ORGANIZATION COMPETENCY

13

Is the consultant competent to
support SME staffs for preparing
work plan to produce goods and
services?

5

14

Is the consultant competent to
support SME staffs for setting up
working environment to produce
goods and services?

3

15

16

Is the consultant competent to
present well prepared samples of

7

service proposal / tender for
developing skills of SME staffs?
Is the consultant competent to
develop a recording system of
services provided for SMEs?

5

Is the consultant competent to train
17

18

SME staffs on the Job to calculate
the cost of the services and to draw
up documents?

5

Is the consultant competent to guide
SME staffs to develop a monitoring
and?
assessing network to improve the

10

qualities of goods and services
produced by SMEs?
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CUSTOMER RELATION COMPETENCY

19

20

Is the consultant competent to
establish customer Portfolios for
target SME groups?

5

Is the consultant competent to
publish kind of services provided by
İŞGEM Project for target SME
groups by using written and
digital press?

10

COMPETENCY OF PLANING PREVIOUS SERVICES
21

22

Is the consultant competent to
prepare interview Plans?

3

Is the consultant competent to
prepare service agreements of
SMEs to be provided by İŞGEM
project?

7

SME ASSESSMENT COMPETENCY

23

Is the consultant competent to
prepare technical reports by
analysing activity structures of

5

SMEs?

24

Is the consultant competent to
prepare technical reports by
analysing financial structures of
SMEs?

5

Is the consultant competent to
25

26

prepare technical reports
analysing human
resource structures of SMEs?

by
5

Is the consultant competent to
prepare technical reports by
analysing marketing structures of

5

SMEs?

27

Is the consultant competent
prepare technical reports
analysing production activities
goods and services realized
SMEs?

to
by
of
by

28

Is the consultant competent to
assess and to Commentate /
interpret as a whole
all technical reports of SMEs?

29

Is the consultant competent to

5

10

SME SERVICE PLANING COMPETENCY
10
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define services to be Offered by
İŞGEM Project in assessing all
technical reports with SME staffs?
30

Is the consultant competent to
identify the scope of the services to
be provided by İŞGEM Project?

5

31

Is the consultant competent to
implement contracted services to be
provided by İŞGEM Project?

5

SME SERVICES AGREEMENT IMPLEMENTATION COMPETENCY
Is the consultant competent to

32

33

determine necessary items (human
resources, instruments, finance,
working environments etc.) for
implementing
SME
service
agreements/contracts?

10

Is the consultant competent to
develop implementation plans of

5

services to be offered to SMEs by
İŞGEM Project?

34

Is the consultant competent to
analyse potential / possible risks in
the implementation process of
SME services to be provided by
İŞGEM Project?

5

35

Is the consultant competent to fine
out resources İn implementing
İŞGEM Project service plans?

10

36

37

Is the consultant competent to
identify
Control
/checkpoint
processes of service Plans?

5

Is the consultant competent to
monitor and assess outputs of
İŞGEM Project services provided
for SMEs?

5

SERVICE SUSTANINABLITY COMPETENCY

38

39

Is the consultant competent to keep
tidily ready the SME Service
documents to be used?

5

Is the consultant competent to plan
terminating SME Services provided
by İŞGEM Project?

5

OCCUPATIONAL IMPROVEMENT SERVICE COMPETENCY
Is the consultant competent to plan
40

and
implement
Occupational
improvement programs suitable the

5
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needs of SME staffs?

41

Is the consultant competent to
follow up / to monitor and assess
outputs
of
occupational
improvement programs of?
SME staffs?

5

Total
Points
competent
Points
GENERAL ASSESSMENT AND COMMENTARY

Explanation: Assess and comment SME consultant competent (competent, partially competent and
incompetent) in accordance with competent points.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………..

ASSESSOR OF COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT

Assessor / Evaluator:……………………………………………………………………………………………… …..
Title / Position: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Date:………………………………………………………………………….
Signature : ………………………………………………………………………..
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APPENDIX-11
İŞGEM PROJECT
KASTAMONU, MALATYA AND TOKAT İŞGEM PROJECT MANAGER INITIAL COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT

KASTAMONU
Sequence
Number

Criterion

Inapplicable

Value
Point

Competent

Incompetent

GENERAL COMPETENCY
Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
1

operate a functional communication
network with SMSs which he / she is
responsible for?

5

2

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
operate a monitoring system of current
SMS policies and support?

5

3

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
assess SMS technical reports?

7

4

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
assess outputs of professional meetings,

3

seminars and workshops?
5

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
ensure a functional working environment
at the project?

10

PROJECT PREPARATORY WORK COMPETENCY

6

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
identify items based on data which
effective on the realization of aims?

10

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
7

identify SMSs which he / she is
responsible for, working areas and

5
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MALATYA
Competent

Incompetent

TOKAT
Competent

Incompetent

potential / possible developments?

8

9

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
organize İŞGEM project suitable to real
needs?
Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
evaluate potential risks, opportunities,
limitations / constrains and to identify /

5

10

develop suitable strategies for realizing
İŞGEM Project aims?
WORK ORGANIZATION COMPETENCY

10

11

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
research / to have research done about
SMS harmonizing them with technological
changes to increase productivities in
producing goods and services?
Is the İŞGEM manager competent to make
a functional planning for SMS supportive

5

10

services?
12

13

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to draw
up technical contracts / to have technical
contacts done to buy goods and services?
Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
conduct good and service buying in

5

5

accordance with current regulations?

14

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
establish and operate a functional
communication, recording and archiving
system?

10

15

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
prepare budget in accordance with project
aims?

5
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16

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to set
up a monitoring and assessing system for
planned activities?

10

17

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
ensure in publishing İŞGEM Project
supportive services for SMSs by using
written visual and digital presses?

5

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH, SAFETH AND WORKING ENVIRONMENT COMPETENCY

18

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
coordinate monitoring activities of SMSs
working environment in accordance with
present occupational health and safety
regulation?

10

19

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
coordinate
monitoring
of
SMSs
environmental protection activities in
accordance with present regulation?

5

20

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
ensure SMS staffs supportive services for
making risk / hazard assessment?

5

21

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
ensure SMS supportive services for the
improvement of goods services in
accordance
with
national
and
international standards?

10

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
22

ensure

SMS

supportive

services

for

5

preparing emergency plan?
PLANING COMPETENCY
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23

24

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
assess SMS technical reports of good and
service production, financial, human
resource and marketing activities?
Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
ensure establishing of a functional

5

5

customer portfolio?

25

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
ensure
preparing
application
/
implementation plans of SMS supportive
services to be offered by İŞGEM Project?

10

26

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
ensure preparing service agreement
documents of SMS supportive services to
be offered by İŞGEM Project?

5

MANAGEMENT AND IMLEMENTATİON COMPETENCY

27

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
determine
tasks,
authorities
and
responsibilities of İŞGEM Project
personnel?

5

28

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to guide
and motivate İŞGEM Project personnel in
realizing project aims?

5

29

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
evaluate the performance of project
personnel in accordance with criterions

10

and to correct faults / deficiencies and
incompleteness’s of project personnel?
30

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
ensure
necessary
resources
in
implementing SMS service plan?

10
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31

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
control processes and outputs of SMS
service plans?

5

32

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
correct and update SMS service plans on
the basis of data obtained by assessment?

10

33

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
develop strategies to ensure Project
sustainability?

5

OCCUPATIONAL IMROVEMENT SERVICE COMPETENCY

34

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to
implement occupational improvement
programs to ensure in harmonizing SMS
personnel with technological and business
life changes?

35

Is the İŞGEM manager competent to train
project personnel on the job to increase
/to enhance task effectiveness?
Is the İŞGEM manager competent to

36

evaluate and to monitor the outputs of
occupation programs, if necessary, to
correct/ to revise the programs and the
implementations?
Total Points
Competent Points
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GENERAL ASSESSMENT AND COMMENTARY
Assessor
/
Evaluator:
Date:……………………………………………………………………………..

……………………………………………………………………………………………….

Title
/
Position:
Signature:………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………….

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………..
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APPENDIX-12
İŞGEM PROJECT
KASTAMONU, MALATYA AND TOKAT İŞGEM PROJECT CONSULTANT INITIAL COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT

KASTAMONU
Sequence
Number

Criterion

Inapplicable

Value
Point

1

5

2

Is the consultant competent to set up a monitoring system of
current SMSs policies and supports?

5

3

Is the consultant competent to prepare SMS technical reports
based observation and data?

5

4

Is the consultant competent to make presentation at
professional meeting, seminars and workshops?

3

5

Is the consultant competent to set up and implement meeting in
introducing technological and business life changes related to
SMSs?

7

6

Is the consultant competent to work in a planned and systematic
way?

5

OCCUPATİONAL HEALTH and SAFETY, WORKİNG ENVIRONMENT COMPETENCY

7

Is the consultant competent to monitor SMS working
environments in accordance with present occupational health
and safety regulation?

10
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TOKAT

Competent Incompetent Competent Incompetent Competent Incompetent

GENERAL COMPETENCY
Is the consultant competent to set up a functional
communication network with SMEs which he / she is
responsible for?

MALATYA

8

Is the consultant competent to guide SMS staffs for solving
occupational health and safety problems?

10

9

Is the consultant competent to monitor SMS for corresponding
with environment protection regulation?

5

10

Is the consultant competent to guide SMS staffs for solving
environment protection problems?

5

11

Is the consultant competent to help SMS staffs for making risk /
hazard assessment?

10

12

Is the consultant competent to support SMS staffs for preparing
emergency plans?

5

WORK ORGANIZATION COMPETENCY

13

Is the consultant competent to support SME staffs for preparing

5

work plan to produce goods and service?

14

Is the consultant competent to support SMS staffs for setting up
working environment to produce goods and services?

3

15

Is the consultant competent to present well prepared samples of
service proposal / tender for developing skills of SMS staffs?

7

16

Is the consultant competent to develop a recording system of

5

services produced for SMSs?

17

Is the consultant competent to train SMS staffs on the job to
calculate the cost of the services and to draw up documents?

5

18

Is the consultant competent to guide SMS staffs to develop a
monitoring and assessing network to improve the qualities of
goods and services produced by SMSs?

10

CUSTOMER RELATION COMPETENCY
19

Is the consultant competent to establish customer portfolios for
target SMS groups?

5
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20

Is the consultant competent to publish kind of services provided
by İŞGEM Project for target SMS groups by using written
digital press?

10

COMPETENCY OF PLANING PREVIOUS SERVICES
21
22

Is the consultant competent to prepare interview plans?

3

Is the consultant competent to prepare service agreements of
SMSs to be provided by İŞGEM Project?

7

SME ASSESSMENT COMPETENCY
23

Is the consultant competent to prepare technical reports by
analysing activity structure of SMSs?

5

24

Is the consultant competent to prepare technical reports by
analysing financial structure of SMSs?

5

25

Is the consultant competent to prepare technical reports by
analysing human resources structure of SMSs?

5

26

Is the consultant competent to prepare technical reports by
analysing marketing structure of SMSs?

5

27

Is the consultant competent to prepare technical reports by
analysing production activities of goods and services realized
by SMSs?

5

28

Is the consultant competent to assess and to commentate /
interpret as a whole all technical reports of SMSs?

10

SME SERVICE PLANING COMPETENCY

29

Is the consultant competent to define services to be offered by
İŞGEM Project in assessing all technical reports with SMS
staffs?

10

30

Is the consultant competent to identify the scope of the services
to be provided by İŞGEM Project?

5
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31

Is the consultant competent to implement contracted services to
be provided by İŞGEM Project?

5

SME SERVICES AGREEMENT IMPLEMENTATION COMPETENCY

32

Is the consultant competent to determine necessary items
(human resources, instruments, finance, working environments

10

etc.) for implementing SMS service agreements / contracts?
33

Is the consultant competent to develop implementation plans of
service to be offered to SMSs by İŞGEM Project

5

34

Is the consultant competent to analyse potential/ possible risk in
the implementation process of SMS services to be provided by
İŞGEM project?

5

35

Is the consultant competent to fine out resources in
implementing İŞGEM Project service plans?

10

36

Is the consultant competent to identify control / checkpoint
processes of service plans?

5

37

Is the consultant competent to monitor and assess outputs of
İŞGEM Project services provided for SMSs?

5

SERVICE SUSTANINABLITY COMPETENCY
38

Is the consultant competent to keep tidily ready the SMS service
documents to be used?

5

39

Is the consultant competent to plan terminating SMS services
provided by İŞGEM Project?

5

OCCUPATIONAL IMPROVEMENT SERVICE COMPETENCY
40

Is the consultant competent to plan and implement occupational
improvement programs suitable the needs of SMS staffs?

5

41

Is the consultant competent to follow up / to monitor and assess
outputs of occupational improvement programs of SMS staffs?

5
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Total
Points
competent
Points

GENERAL ASSESSMENT AND COMMENTARY
Assessor / Evaluator:………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Title / Position:………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Date: …………………………………………………
Signature: ……………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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APPENDIX-13
REVİSED DRAFT MANAGER AND CONSULTANT INITİAL TRAINING MODULS
Explanation: Manager and consultant initial training modules are prepared on the basis of data obtained by the initial
competency assessment of Kastamonu, Malatya and Tokat İŞGEM Project managers and consultants started working
recently. The modules and their contents are needed to be improved in discussing with the domain experts. Training
modules are revised by taking reference of İŞGEM Project, the Draft Management Information System Hand Book.
MODUL-1: Communication and Reporting




Basic communication principals, communication methods, sample case analysing
Obtaining data for reporting, analysing and interpreting data, case studying of sample reports
Organizing professional congress and workshops, reporting and interpreting outputs

MODUL-2: Work Organization







Preparing work plans
Setting up working environment to produce goods and services
Preparing samples of service proposals, case studying of sample proposals
Preparing technical specifications / agreements
Calculating costs of goods and services, case studying of sample documents
Introducing currents regulations / legislations to purchase goods and services

MODUL-3: Occupational Health and Safety, Working Environment and Quality






Importance of occupational health and safety, sample case analysing
Introducing currents regulations / legislations associated with occupational health and safety
Environment, importance, basic principles, introducing currents regulations, sample case analysing
Introducing national and international standards, quality improvements
Emergency plan, case studying of well-prepared sample emergency plans

MODUL-4: Planning SMS Services
 Analysing SMS in terms of activity structure, financial, human resources, marketing and
being used
 Preparing service implementation plans
 Analysing risks and opportunities
 Preparing agreements associated with SMS services to be offered
 Searching resources for SMS
 Control processes of SMS service agreement
 Assessing outputs of services provided
 Sample case studying



MODUL-5: Project Management







Organizing Project
Defining jobs and responsibilities of project staffs
Motivating of project staffs
Assessing performances of project staffs
Controlling processes and outputs services produced
Correcting / reorganizing service plans based on collected data

MODUL-6: Planning Occupational Improvement Training




Training program development processes
Defining the objectives of the training program
Determining the contents of the training program
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technologies




Teaching and learning processes
Assessing outputs of implemented training programs

MODUL- 7: Infrastructure and Facility Management


Reading infrastructure building, electricity, communication, gas and security project



Main tasks of project staffs at infrastructure and







facility management
Estimating / calculating unit cost the facilities at the project centre
Attracting procures of potential clients
Ensuring efficient and economic maintenance of the facilities
Indicators for successful facility management
Sample case studying of successful infrastructure and facility management
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APPENDIX-14
REVISED JOB DESCRIPTION
Explanation: Job descriptions of İŞGEM Project Manager and Consultant (Advisor) are revised by taking
reference of Small Business Consultant National Occupation Standard Level-6, Project Manager National
Occupation Standard Level-6 and Draft Management Information System
Title: İŞGEM Manager
1. Reporting to: Operating Company board
2. Responsible for:
Management of all staff employed by the Işgem
3. Qualifications


Bachelor's degree in business administration, economy, management, engineering or equivalent
field



At least five-year work experience,



Two-year work experience under administrative roles in private sector



Experience in services provided for SMEs



Very good knowledge of MS Office programs



Having high communicative, creative, persuasive and representative skills



Being solution and result oriented



Having teamwork skills



Good command of English

4. Duties, Authorities and Responsibilities


Devising and setting-up administrative systems, supervising all İŞGEM administration and office
management activities, including IT, accounting, filing/record-keeping, outsourced services,
legal/regulatory/statutory matters



Planning, organizing, coordinating, managing, controlling, monitoring and evaluating the activities
and sources of İŞGEM



Planning and implementing expansion of operations into new operational areas. Identifying
assessing and negotiating new Strategic Partnerships in Incubator development & management
and other related activities
Developing and sustaining İŞGEM’s local and national networks




Devising and implementing promotional schemes such as the Business plan competitions,
presentations in and/or sponsorships of conferences and seminars and etc.



Continuously improving and implementing internal Operations Procedures and Policies in line with
Business Plan



Devising and implementing all internal communication policies, supervising the setup of
appropriate communication systems & channels



Establishing, supervising and maintaining business relationships with outsourced service providers.



Planning the annual training/seminar/workshop attendance schedule for all personnel, in line with
İŞGEM policy on development and maintenance of top quality incubation skills.
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Ensuring the political, administrative and financial sustainability of İŞGEM
Taking all necessary action in relation to the management of risk within the area of responsibility.
Developing, operating and ensuring the quality of services delivered to tenants and clients
Supervising other staff in delivery of pre-incubation services to potential tenants
Directly deliver pre-incubation services where required
Supervising the work of other staff in delivering support services to tenants (administrative,
professional services)
Direct delivery of high level professional support services to tenants and other clients
Representing and signing binding contracts on behalf of İŞGEM
Identifying and monitoring critical components of infrastructure of İŞGEM centre. Maintaining the
infrastructure in line with the approved plan
Assessing the customer satisfaction of facility management
Ensuring all units under İŞGEM to operate in parallel with the corporate aims and objectives, taking
and applying required decisions regarding them
Creating and maintaining of team spirit, sense of belonging, pride in being a team member,
participating and aligning of staff's individual objectives to İŞGEM objectives
Evaluating the performance of full-time or part-time employees
Keeping up-to-date with latest developments in Incubator management techniques, relevant laws &
regulations, through self-teaching, exchanging of know-how with partners/allies and attendance of
seminars/ conferences.
Preparing periodic and annual activity reports regarding to the activities of İŞGEM and submitting
these reports to the administration
Carrying out secretary services for general assembly and executive committee and other meetings
of İŞGEM
Performing other duties assigned by the İŞGEM Administration

5. Person to deputise in case of absence

SME Consultant and Advisor

6. Salary
The gross salary of the İŞGEM Manager is five times higher than the minimum wage.
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Title: SME Consultant and Advisor

1. Reporting to: ISGEM Manager
2. Departments for which Responsible
Will be allocated as the ISGEM Expands
3. Qualifications


At least Associate's Degree in business administration, economy, management, engineering or
equivalent field



At least two-year work experience



Experience in services provided for SMEs



Very good knowledge of MS Office programs



Having high communicative, creative, persuasive and representative skills



Being solution and result oriented



Having teamwork skills



Good command of English (reason for preference)

4. Duties, authorities and responsibilities






















Conducting activities and providing services that will contribute in the development of
entrepreneurship culture and encourage individuals to become entrepreneurs; and assisting
growth oriented enterprises.
Analysing and estimating the training needs of İŞGEM staffs and the entrepreneurs realizing their
businesses within the framework of İŞGEM
Preparing the training programs in line with the training analyses in cooperation with the competent
experts
Directly delivering training where appropriate
Organizing entrepreneurship and other training
Providing assistance for preparatory works of the entrepreneur candidates who want to realize
their business ideas within the framework of İŞGEM
Identifying potential safety risks within the area of İŞGEM responsibilities and reporting to the
İŞGEM manager
Providing assistance to new entrepreneurs in preparation of their business plans
Providing assistance to the İŞGEM manager to create suitable environment for effective and
efficient working
Implementing İŞGEM decisions regarding work unit allocations; performing activities required for
evaluation by Consultative Committee of tenancy requests and completing unit allocation
proceedings in accordance with the decision of Consultative Committee
Providing assistance to the İŞGEM manager to identify, monitor and maintain critical component of
İŞGEM centre in line with the approved plan
Monitoring whether the enterprises within the body of İŞGEM carry on their activities in accordance
with the provisions of the contract signed with them or not, informing the detected faults either
orally or in written, reporting the situation to İŞGEM manager in the event that the faults are
eliminated
Informing new enterprises and other SMEs about the administrative, technical and financial
supports and incentives provided for SMEs by KOSGEB and other local, national and international
organizations and encouraging them to benefit from these opportunities and helping them apply for
these supports.
Preparing new projects that will serve the İŞGEM' s objective of developing and extending its
services provided for the entrepreneurs and SMEs
Preparing and implementing level upgrading programs for SMEs
Providing common R&D and marketing services
Providing consultancy services for SMEs
Contributing in the development of corporate affairs of İŞGEM
Evaluating the quality, efficiency and profitability of the services provided, taking required
precautions for increasing these units and making suggestions to the higher authorities
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Monitoring communication, filing and record keeping system in line with İŞGEM regulations
Evaluating the performance of the full-time or part-time employees affiliated to him/her
Performing the other works assigned by İŞGEM Manager

5. Persons to deputise in case of absence

NA
6. Salary
The gross salary of SME consultant and advisor is three times higher than the gross minimum wage.

12 ANNEX III – MIS
Management and management information system (MIS)
Strategic management is a process that promotes business effectiveness and integrates strategic planning
with other management systems. Strategic management is an ongoing decision-making process that
shapes the performance of the organization, taking into account the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats.
Operational management involves facilitating and controlling the day-to-day activities required to produce
services of the organization.
MIS is a set of tools used to facilitate and analyse the strategic and operational activities of the organization
and in this case to monitor the performance of business incubator and its resident clients. Sometimes it is
defined in a narrower sense as a computerized database of financial information organized in such a way
that it produces regular reports on operations of a company.
Special comprehensive ready-made computerized information system for managing business incubators
and technology parks can be found on the market (IBCS, Incubator Portal,…).

Key Issues
The incubator should be managed as a business, and from this point of view, it is similar to the
enterprises that it supports.
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The structure of incubator’s strategic management process can be divided into the following main topics:
1. Planning, Monitoring and Assessment
2. Marketing and Public Relations
3. Financial Management
4. Raising Funds
5. Operations/Management
5.1.

Contracting Outsourced Services

5.2.

Procurement

5.3.

Space management

5.4.

Basic Support Offered to Incubated Enterprises

6. Human Resources Management
6.1.

Process for Hiring Employees

6.2.

Personal Growth and Development Process

6.3.

Motivational Instruments

The results of management system should be management focused on results, performance and
efficacy.
Even if an incubator in the initial stages will not apply for international standards of organisational excellence (ISO
9000 - Quality management for example) it is important to lead the strategic management process toward the best
practices of quality management.
The NBIA Training Institute lists 10 principles that incubators should have in terms of quality management:
1. Concentrate on the development or collection of support services;
2. Value the growth and development of individual companies beyond their ability to pay rent;
3. Be judged on your ability to create new business or help nurture emerging companies, not on the
number of jobs directly created.
4. Be structured so that the property element takes a secondary position relative to programs since
serving businesses is the core of quality incubation programs.
5. Be viewed as one possible component of an integrated economic development plan and be
designed to reflect the strengths and weaknesses of the region;
6. Be structured so that program outcomes match both the short and long-term benefits required by
sponsors;
7. Work from a clear mission statement with quantifiable goals and objectives tied to an evaluation
process which rewards quality performance;
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8. Be run by highly skilled, street-smart managers who are willing to wear a large number of hats;
9. Recognize the inevitable tension faced by the manager who functions as both advocate for the
companies and landlord of a facility;
10. Set up and run operational policies and systems in a business-like fashion.
Source: Forging the incubator – How to Design and Implement a Feasibility Study for a Business
Incubation Program, 1993.
Managing for quality understands that “Quality includes the expectation that a product or service exceed
the expectations of the customer”.
Quality assurance should focus both on customer satisfaction and on internal business processes and
procedures. Identifying and measuring client companies’ needs and satisfaction with the incubator’s
services in satisfying these needs is of primary importance.
The role of MIS in effective management
As in any other organization also in the case of İŞGEM an effective management largely depends on the
existence of an effective MIS.
Pathfinder International (Monitoring and Evaluation and Management Information Systems) has provided
this nice definition of an MIS as “a set of processes or a system designed by organizations to collect,
tabulate, and interpret data and information in an organized manner to provide a broad picture of the
services a program renders and to guide management decisions. Generally, an MIS has prescribed forms
used for recording or collecting information. These forms should be sent in a timely fashion to the
appropriate level or body within the organization for further processing, analysis, and feedback.”
MIS is strongly connected with monitoring and evaluation, the two activities that “assist management in
knowing whether program objectives are being achieved, to what extent there is need for mid-course
correction to address emerging problems in the environment, assess employees’ efficiency, and
maintenance of standards.” In the following table from the same source we can see the interconnection
between monitoring and evaluation and the MIS.
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Source: Pathfinder International
The main difference among monitoring and evaluation is that the first activity is done routinely,
continuously, as part of day-to-day management, and provides detailed information on activities to be used
for making decisions by the management. By the other side, evaluation is done periodically, or at the end of
the project, provides summarized and analyzed information and is used to determine to what extent the
activity is meeting its objectives and for assessing future prospects.

These are some methods and tools (instruments) that managers can use in their process of monitoring and
evaluation:

Methods

Tools

Interviews, surveys

Questionnaires

Focus group discussion

Discussion guide

Observation

Checklists

Content analysis

Review
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of

records,

reports,

work-plans,

schedules, written materials, etc.

Physical check

Management is responsible for designing the MIS in a way that provides the most relevant and up-to-date
information on operations and performance. As İŞGEM is not a very complex program with large number of
resources its MIS, from the

- record-keeping to the reporting, should be „simple, user-friendly, and set

up to collect only essential information.“
We are proposing simple worksheets for monitoring and managing essential business incubator's activities.
It is possible to integrate them into a computerized system or even buy a comprehensive ready-made
information system for managing business incubation centres. It is normal that each İŞGEM has to some
extent different business models, therefore it is also normal that each single İŞGEM will adopt/modify MIS
to one that will better suits their needs.

Responsible parties: Incubator’s managers

Indicators:


Client companies’ level of satisfaction



Stakeholders’ level of satisfaction



Incubator growth and development

Results: clients and stakeholders satisfied and incubator sustainably growing

Forms:
As general MIS forms we are proposing the following four documents produced within KOSGEB project in
2008 - “KIŞGEM Incubator Management Manual”:
Form A1 MIS Requirements
Form A2 Incubation centre Monthly Report
Form A3 Monthly Resident Client Report
Form A4 Check-list of Indicators to Assess Incubation Performance
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We have included the Form 5 designed for assessment of client companies' needs and estimation of
necessary improvements in this introductory package of documents. Other forms will be indicated at the
end of each of three Modules.
Form A5 İŞGEM Programme evaluation questionnaire for incubator members
Financial spreadsheets of Module 3 will be used for incubator’s sustainability growth assessment.
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Module 1: Incubation process management

1.

Defining the İŞGEM Operational Model

In the past the most general distinction was among the following three types of business incubators:
traditional model of the incubator, virtual incubator (“incubator without walls”), and mixed one. Now new
additional concepts are emerging including: “business accelerators”, “co-working spaces”, “innovation
centres” etc. The primary function of Malatya and Kastamonu İŞGEM is based on offering modular physical
spaces for incubation and general pre-incubation and incubation support to the client companies located
within the business incubator. We can define therefore İŞGEM as a traditional business incubator with the
possibility of developing external services to clients that are not based in the incubator. Tokat İŞGEM is
declaring to differ from this model by giving the priority to services to the SMEs in the region and the
incubated client companies.

The entire incubation process and services in İŞGEM will be prepared and managed within the incubator’s
premises. This will allow continuous interaction among İŞGEM staff and clients and among clients
themselves. This networking is of highest importance for informal transfer of know-how from client to client,
for prompt resolving of common problems and for informal benchmarking. Provision of common spaces
including a seminar room and canteen are a prerequisite for facilitating this networking.

The first aim of the incubator is to form a solid base of potential new start-ups from which the entrepreneurs
with best development potential can be selected.

2.

Attracting new clients

It is recommended, in particular in the starting up business incubators, to define and implement systematic
ongoing procedures to identify and attract potential customers to the incubator. The aim of such procedures
is to achieve a quantitative increase in the number of potential new İŞGEM clients. With this; it will be
possible to also increase the quality level of İŞGEM clients thanks to the larger selection base.
Possible set of attraction activities include:


Promote İŞGEM facilities: release positive information about the İŞGEM such as: advantages,

type of members, connections with partners, networks, outcomes etc.


Dissemination: İŞGEM advertising material is placed in strategic locations (trade and industrial

associations, development agencies, ...), successful incubator cases are mentioned in the press,
articles on entrepreneurship and incubation are published in the local press; incubated companies are
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mentioning in their advertising material (folders, posters, billboards, etc.) that the company was
supported by a specific İŞGEM;


Courses and seminars on entrepreneurship; these are offered by the İŞGEM covering topics

like setting up a new company, financing new ventures, entrepreneurship opportunities.


Incubator tours: İŞGEM “Open day” event or schedule visits by people in contact with potential

tenants such as development agencies, trade and industrial associations, municipalities, financial
institutions, accountants or lawyers, for example – to learn more about what the İŞGEM can provide.


Successful cases: show how your İŞGEM can assist in creating/developing new business

opportunities, presenting the cases fully identified with a real local context.


Business plan contest: prepare on annual basis the competition among would-be entrepreneurs

and young start-ups in the region for the best business plan.

3.

Selection process

Objectives
The function of the business selection process is choosing, from amongst candidate entrepreneurs, those
with the greatest potential for success. İŞGEM will use in the selection process its own selection criteria.
The aim in this process is to improve the indicators used for evaluating an incubator’s performance.
Key Issues
The selection process has three critical parts:

1. Definition of criteria
2. Process stages
3. Professionals involved

1. Definition of criteria

The following aspects will influence the criteria definition:


The stage of the enterprises:
o

Must the enterprise be legally constituted?

o

Is it necessary for the enterprise to have a business plan?
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o

Should the enterprise already be marketing its products?

o

Must the product be considered a finished product?

o

Can the enterprise be a department/division of an already constituted company?

The İŞGEM’s Focus: This is evaluated in the first stages of the selection process. If the İŞGEM is
focused more on job creation than on high-tech entrepreneurship promotion? For example, will non
innovative companies be automatically rejected?



The İŞGEM Partners: the selection criteria must include entrepreneurs/companies with the aims
important to the İŞGEM partners, for example:
o

The number of jobs that are generated

o

Technological innovations produced

o

Level of the enterprise’s potential turnover

o

Alignment with specific economic sector(s)

o

Environmental impacts: depending on the focus of the incubator’s actions, an enterprise’s
environmental impacts may become significant.



The İŞGEM location: the premises in an industrial zone will indicate different criteria than the
premises in a city center (size, type of company and the ecological impact issues).
2. Definition of selection process stages

İŞGEM has to decide in how many stages the selection process will be split into. These are some important
questions associated with this:


Preliminary evaluation: the selection process’s first stage chooses those enterprises most in line

with the incubator’s characteristics; information acquired through the application form will present the
base for this evaluation.


Training: will the selection process include a preparatory course for entrepreneurs (Elaboration of

the business plan, for example)?


Interview: time should be planned for the incubator’s management team (or a professional

designated by that team) to discuss the business idea with the entrepreneurs.


Evaluation Committee: The involvement of different professionals is essential to the success of the
selection process. Consideration should be given to evaluation of the enterprise/entrepreneurs by
professionals from outside the incubator.

3. Professionals

It is essential that enterprises are evaluated from different points of view. Therefore an ideal mix of
professionals could be formed by academics, market specialists, development institutions and
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representative of İŞGEM. In practice, especially in case of low-tech business incubators the team is more
restricted and manly formed by the incubator’s internal staff.

Responsible Parties
İŞGEM Managers and Board of Directors.

Indicators


Number of candidate companies



Selection/stage percentage



Variability of evaluations

Results
The final result is the selection of companies with a high probability of success and the entire selection
process is more systematic with reduced level of subjectivity.

4.

Business coaching management (Pre-incubation, Incubation)

Managing the work of mentors
Preparing a list of
mentors

Schedule of regular
meetings

Mentors allocation

Monitoring the
mentoring process

Develop a pool of experts who are willing to assist as mentors. Put on the
list volunteers which will not be paid for their assistance or in specific cases
of mentoring the payment will be at low rate. They must have previous
experience in business. For the start-ups in the initial phase, experienced
entrepreneurs would be a good solution. In the subsequent phases special
technical experience of the mentor should be emphasised (engineering,
finance, marketing)
For each client after entering in pre-incubation and/or incubation programme
a schedule of regular meetings with external or internal mentors should be
prepared.
Select mentor(s) from the list of mentors or from internal staff. Look for the
most suitable technical characteristics of the mentor(s) in accordance of the
information resulting from the client’s questionnaire, admission list and initial
meetings with the incubator staff.
Monitor the client-mentor meetings on regular scheduled basis. Periodically
meet the mentor(s) for monitoring client’s progress.
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Balanced business building concept of coaching
Balanced business building is a useful model of coaching proposed by Eurecna and Dcisio Consulting. It
allows to follow in explaining sound business strategy to clients, and to help in measuring the progress of
an incubated client.

Balanced business building concept:

Stages

Technical

Market

Business

Technical Analysis

Market Needs
Assessment

Venture Assessment

Technical Feasibility

Market Study

Economic Feasibility

Engineering Prototype

Strategic Market Plan

Strategic Business
Plan

Market Validation

Business Start-Up

Concept Phase
Stage 1: Investigation
Development Phase
Stage 2: Feasibility
Stage 3: Development
Stage 4: Introduction

Pre-Production
Prototype

Commercial Phase
Stage 5: Growth

Production

Sales and Distribution

Business Growth

Stage 6: Maturity

Production Support

Market Diversification

Business Maturity

It divides a business building process into three major growth phases, namely the Concept Phase, the
Development Phase, and the Commercial Phase.

It also recognises that the typical incubator client

requires at least three streams of development to succeed, i.e. a Technical Development Stream, a Market
Development Stream, and a Business Development Stream.
In general, incubated businesses do not arrive in the incubator with these streams developed to the same
level of complexity. Some businesses have well-developed technical assets, with little thought as yet of the
market or the business strategy. In other cases, the converse may be true. Such businesses are termed
un-balanced.
It is one of the tasks of coaching entrepreneurs to encourage them to bring their business building process
into some semblance of balance. For instance, if they have a highly developed technical stream, the coach
must convince the client of the need to further develop their market awareness and business strategy, and
must provide the client with guidance on how to achieve this.
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In some incubators, the above business building model is also used as a business maturity measurement
tool, and provides a metric by which to track the progress of the business while in the incubator.
For each of the topics in above matrix a certain level of specialization is needed. Experienced
entrepreneurs or/and professional specialists would be involved in coaching of all topics in which İŞGEM
staff does not have necessary experience and knowledge.
It is good practice that İŞGEM staff specializes in some of the coaching thematics. This could allow İŞGEM
to spread coaching also to start-up clients outside of İŞGEM (virtual incubation) and use its special
knowledge also for consultancy to SMEs in the region. This will allow to generate part of the missing funds
through consultancy services and practicing virtual incubator activities.
We suggest that following the above model for each incubated company is prepared a specific programme
of mentoring/coaching and a progress of this programme is monitoring through individual entrepreneur
mentoring records.

Beside this package of business building coaching services İŞGEM should offer to its client companies a
range of other services that could include the following ones:
1) Information Services


Provision of leaflets on key information



Database of service providers (tax office, grant givers, commercial services)



Web site links

2) Training programmes:


Training needs analysis



Scheduling



Charging

3) ICT


Internet access (free, chargeable or not provided)



Software advice/training – which could include commission sales i.e. bookkeeping software, CRM

4) Raising finance:


Information on financing resources



Assistance in presenting to sources of finance



Financial Planning services

5) Marketing


Developing database of marketing information sources



Advising and supporting market research



Sales advice
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Facilitating access to trade fairs



Organising local trade fairs – exhibition support


Forms:


1.1 Application form



1.2 Applicant’s survey/evaluation



1.3 Checklist for business plan assessment



1.4 Regulations



1.5 Job descriptions



1.6 List of mentors



1.7 Mentor’s time schedule



1.8 Individual Entrepreneur mentoring records



1.9 Schedules for operating procedures



1.10 Board meetings minutes
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Module 2: Infrastructure and Facilities management

Objectives
In case of Malatya our starting point is the infrastructure and facilities that have been recently provided and
activated. We can assume that the incubation places are adequate for the expected typology of clients. The
common spaces and facilities have also been provided but some equipment (like furniture for conference
room) is still missing. Although it is a normal assertion that a business incubator is a program rather than
just a building, we firmly believe that provision of suitable workspaces and other infrastructure is of primary
importance in the case of a Malatya type incubator.
Visiting already operating foreign incubators with similar characteristics to what is planned within the project
will enable the İŞGEM management to learn how to use the infrastructure in the best way and to avoid any
problems of managing them that could derive from inexperience.
With supply of missing equipment and furniture the İŞGEM will be fully operational and so we can limit our
discussion on the infrastructure and facilities operations and management without including the acquisition
phase.

Key Issues
In period of starting the İŞGEM operations the main problem is how to get occupancy and with a limited
number of incubated companies the need for a systematic monitoring of incubation spaces and other
infrastructure is not necessarily apparent. The most important work of the İŞGEM management is attracting
potential clients. After a few years the problem of İŞGEM is in balancing the need for cash from rents with
having some free spaces for potential new clients. It is a general guide that an incubator should between
10% to 15% free spaces for accommodation of new entrepreneurs that fit to the incubator’s model.
Physical infrastructure (real estate) management is defined as “administration, operation, marketing, and
maintenance of property as an investment” (Lalkaka).
This function will be performed by the İŞGEM management staff. Strategic framework for performance of
this activity is the İŞGEM business plan, which should govern the main aspects of physical infrastructure,
tenant management, financial management and market positioning.
The result of smart management of physical infrastructure will be seen in maintaining the value of the
property by improving the net operating income through optimization of rental income and capital
improvements.
The following should be the İŞGEM maintenance philosophy, normally realized with limited resources:
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Provide a safe, clean environment for the tenants and visitors,



Ensure that the facility operates efficiently and economically,



The appearance of the building and grounds is in keeping with the İŞGEM image.

Operations and maintenance activities of İŞGEM will consist of:


Physical operations,



Janitorial,



Preventive maintenance of building,



Grounds maintenance,



Improvements,



Facilities management,



Daily repairs and maintenance,



Security, facility inspections.

Connected with these “physical” activities are other more “soft” activities like: financial planning and
budgeting, accounting, planning and executing rent rolls, space analysis and space planning, marketing
and leasing space units, market surveys, establishing tenant improvements, etc.
In the İŞGEM starting phase the key issues regarding the space allocation will be:


The problems in the design and operation of the İŞGEM that reduces the demand for space,



Marketing program to overcome deficiencies.

With a full İŞGEM the following problems will prevail:


Which tenants should be “graduated” to provide room for new incubatees,



How to provide additional space for expanding incubatees,



Should additional facilities be developed,



Settlement of leasehold improvement with the incubatees that facilitate some improvement on the
building/facilities.

Responsible Parties


Party responsible for managing the İŞGEM and the architect (incubation space re-arrangement;

additional facilities)

Indicators


Satisfaction rate of companies towards infrastructure and services

Results
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Self-sustainability of the İŞGEM through fees charged for the use of infrastructure and services
provided.



Rise of capacity to attract entrepreneurs to the İŞGEM.

Forms:


2.1 Register of space units (data, free/occupied)



2.2 Rents pricelist (production units, common spaces, discounts system,)



2.3 Site and building evaluation list



2.4 Office equipment inventory



2.5 Repair and maintenance schedules/records.
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Module 3: Financial Management

1.

Operational financial management

Objectives
İŞGEM needs a structured system of financial management of its operations, investments and fund raising.
Financial management consists of planning, overseeing and controlling the İŞGEM funds, those derived
from services (mainly rents) but also provided by various partners and investors.
İŞGEM manager has to know accurately the amounts available, the needs and the investment capacity of
İŞGEM. Good financial management system will allow for continuous control of the İŞGEM’s liquidity and
the long term financial sustainability.

Key Issues
For good financial management, it is necessary to develop and use documents for incoming and outgoing
funds, in order to identify critical points and investment requirements. Effective administration of the İŞGEM
funds presupposes the preparation and use of at least the following documents/tools:
1. Investment Spreadsheet
This is the financial document which is used for the first time in the phase of pre-operating period when it is
based on initial business plan. As İŞGEM Malatya has successfully surpassed the pre-operating phase by
finishing the construction of premises and the supply of equipment the investment spreadsheet should be
prepared for investments during the operating periods. Normally it will be prepared on a yearly basis
bringing together information on:


amounts of funds,



uses of funds,



sources of funds and



disbursement periods.

In case of future investments in a new building or in extensive refurbishments of the existing one a special
investment spreadsheet based on special business/investment plan should be prepared, containing the
following separate items: Pre-operating expenditures, physical facilities, equipment, general expenditures,
and reserves.

2. Costs and Expenditures Spreadsheet
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This spreadsheet provides information on the uses and disbursement periods of the costs and
expenditures.

3.

Revenues Spreadsheet

This spreadsheet should include all revenues brought in by the İŞGEM, including its own income (services
rendered by the İŞGEM, fees, etc.) and from third parties (donors, agencies, investors).

4. İŞGEM Cash Flow
The Cash Flow is an ancillary document that is crucial to the successful financial administration of İŞGEM.
This document should be linked to the budget plan in order to monitor the financial performance of the
enterprise.
The cash flow represents inflows and outflows of the İŞGEM’s finance which could often differ from the
related revenues and costs statement.
The preparation of İŞGEM cash flow table will allow its manager to closely monitor the liquidity of İŞGEM,
allowing him to plan ahead to cover investment requirements and the need to bring in additional funding.
Manager of İŞGEM should be able to:


Monitor the budget.



Monitor the accounts payable and accounts receivable on a regular basis, establishing an efficient dual
control system.



Control the bank balances.



Require all operational areas to be familiar with their activities and needs.

In case the cash flow document indicates shortage or substantial surplus of funds the İŞGEM manager will
be able to take appropriate decisions:


Inject funds / make short-term financial investments.



Postpone commitments.



Bring projects forward.



Draw up alternative strategies.



Prepare the investment and operating budgets.

Responsible Parties
Manager and technical staff of İŞGEM.
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Indicators


Higher İŞGEM revenues and savings through controlling expenditures.



Level of self-sustainability: percentage of its own revenues in relation to the İŞGEM total volume of
revenues.



Cost for square meter: is the minimum amount to be charged by the İŞGEM for each square meter of
occupied area, in order to have the İŞGEM generating the revenue required to cover its expenses.

Results
Effective oversight of the financial flow of the incubator, identifying needs and sources for bringing in funds.

Forms:
Financial spreadsheets:

2.



3.1 İŞGEM revenues



3.2 İŞGEM operating costs and expenditures



3.3 İŞGEM cash flow



3.4 Rents income & Rents due



3.5 Fundraising Memo

Raising Funds

Objectives
İŞGEM must have a clear and effective strategy in dealing with potential funders for financing the İŞGEM’s
activities and its development as well as helping the tenant companies to apply for (co)financing.

Key Issues


Finance is not only required when big investments in new premises is required. There are many more
frequent requirements that need additional funds to address. From the monitoring of the monthly
realisation of annual business plan and cash flow projections it can emerge that in a predictable future
period the İŞGEM inflows will not cover all the expected outflows. And if it is not possible to cover the
gap with the postponement of some commitments or other alterations in the budget, fund-raising is the
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only option remaining. It should be identified if there is among İŞGEM stakeholders one that will be
disposed to provide/lend the cash in the amount needed for continuing operations. Alternative solution
is to turn to a financial institution, but for the İŞGEMs in a very initial stage it is hard to expect that the
bank will lend it money.


Projects that require a high amount of money should be “linked” to opportunities to raise donors’
money. This means that the projects should be prepared in advance, giving to the İŞGEM the
opportunity to be ready for presenting the project when the best financial solution is identified. It is
recommended that a list of potential projects with description of project ideas is prepared when it is
expected that new opportunities for institutional investment will emerge in near future.

Responsible Parties
İŞGEM managers and technical staff

Indicators


Fund-raising proposals approved and presented



Volume of funds obtained



Resources used to carry out the fund-raising actions

Results


Funds raised within workable time frames and on acceptable financial terms

Forms:
3.5 Fundraising Memo
3.6 Business Plan/ Investment Plan

About the Sources
We have used in preparing this material an extensive range of materials dealing with the management of
incubation centres as well as our own experience in managing a classical multipurpose business incubator
for nearly 25 years. We discovered through our investigation that a lot of good texts on business incubation
management could be found but not one of these is specifically dealing with Management information
systems in incubators.
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The structure of our document and main content on management procedures follows the content of the
Business Incubation Toolkit
(http://www.infodev.org/business-incubation-toolkit), in our opinion one of
the best “step-by-step guides” for managing business incubator.
We can recommend also the Rustam Lalkaka's Manual on Technology Business Incubators, UNESCO,
Paris, 2000, the manual we have been using with success for years
(http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0014/001442/144276eo.pdf).
The Test Business Incubator methodological Guide, Labour Centre of the Government Office for Bekes
County, Hungary (http://www.adrimag.com.pt/downloads/
cooptransnacional/StartUP-Model/StartupModel-MethodologicalGuide_EN.pdf) is offering also some
practical business incubator management solutions based on the prevailing models in three EU countries.
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İŞGEM
……….
APPLICATION FORM
FOR ADMISSION TO BUSINESS INCUBATOR

1. APPLICANT

COMPANY/SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Company Name : ________________________________________________________
Representative's Name (director; entrepreneur):_______________________________________
Head Office: __________________________________________________________________
Telephone No.: _____________________¸ Fax No.: ____________________
E-mail address: _________________________

OTHER APPLICANTS
Name of applicant:____________________________________________________6
Residential address: ___________________________________________________
Telephone No.: _____________________¸ Fax No.: ____________________
E-mail address:__________________________

Applicant’s signature:

Date:

6

In the case of intrepreneurial group please indicate other group members in additional lines.
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2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
2.1 project proposal description – products or services
(INDICATE COMPANY'S ACTIVITIES AND EXPECTED PRODUCTS/SERVICES; ESPECIALLY ELEMENTS OF INNOVATION
AND/OR USED TECHNOLOGIES)

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
2.2 LIST OF AVAILABLE DOCUMENTATION (technical reports, feasibility studies,
business plan, etc.)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
____________________

2.3 STRONG POINTS OF THE PROJECT
(indicate expected competitive advantages)

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
___________________

2.4 CRITICAL POINTS OF THE PROJECT
(indicate critical elements)

______________________________________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
____________________

2.5 DEVELOPMENT STAGE OF THE PROJECT


Idea of establishing a company



company in phase of establishment



established company (not yet operating)



operating company

2.6 ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE
(present the company organisational chart with expected functions of staff involved in the project)

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________
(present your business experience and education/formal qualifications of applicant and other key staff)

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________

2.7 TECHNOLOGICAL AND INNOVATIONAL ASPECTS

(mark if your product/service has any of the following features)




considerable expertise required for project conceptualisation and execution
cooperation with university and other knowledge centres
innovation of procedures which differentiate the product/service from similar ones
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expected high value added per employee
the need to protect the product/technology

(indicate possible instruments of the present or future protection of your product or technology)






patent
trademark
licence
trade secret
other: __________________________

3. MARKET RELATED ASPECTS
3.1 TARGET MARKET

(identify potential groups of purchasers and target geographical area)

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
___________________________

3.2 COMPETITION ANALYSIS

(indicate elements of innovation of products/services and comparative advantage over the potential
competition)

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________
3.3 MARKET STRATEGIES

(indicate strategies to enter the market)

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________

4. ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL ASPECTS
100

in EUR
INVESTMENTS AND REVENUES (approximate
estimates)
Investments in the first 3 years
Revenues from sales in the first 3 years

2015

2016

2017

Main items of investment will be the following:
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

in EUR
SOURCES OF FINANCE (approximate estimates)

2015

2016

2017

31.12.16

31.12.17

Equity capital
Bank loans
Loans from others (informal/formal)
Venture capital
Donations/subsidies
Other
Total

EXPECTED NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

On entry

31.12.15

Regularly employed on full-time basis
- out of this with university degree
Indirect/contractual employment

5. ADMISSION TO THE INCUBATOR

5.1 EXPECTATIONS
(indicate main reasons for your application for admission to the incubator)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________

(Indicate where you got the information about the incubator programme or who recommended us)

______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

5.2 ENTRY AND EXIT
I would like to enter the incubator in the month ______________ 200_.
I expect to operate within the incubator for ___ years.

5.3 LOGISTICAL NEEDS
We would need the following premises:
Size in m2

Type of premises
- production space in basement
- production space in ground floor
- production space in first floor
- office
- laboratory
- warehouse

Other special requirements:








electric power: ______
special height of premises
cleaning of the rented premises
use of conference rooms and classrooms
special requirements for broadband connection: _____________________________________
use of other common devices or equipment: ________________________________________
connection to Telekom system
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5.4 SERVICES
(mark services and advices you would probably use)



legal assistance
accounting
salaries
fiscal consultancy
assistance in developing a business plan and financial analyses
assistance in meetings with consultants and potential customers
assistance in establishing a company
safety at work and environmental protection
reception services, photocopying and other administrative services (________________),
raising loans and subsidised financial sources
advice on sales and marketing
assistance in internationalisation
assistance in protection of intellectual property
linkage with research centres and university
linkage with laboratories for testing and certification
specialised services of information technology
courses for new entrepreneurs
training in special topics



other___________________



















İŞGEM guarantees the confidentiality of the information contained in this document. The information
obtained will be used solely for analysis of the candidates for admission to the business incubator.
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İŞGEM

APPLICANTS’

SITUATION

SURVEY

AND

MOTIVATIONAL

QUESTIONNAIRE
To be used as the first survey of (potential) entrepreneurs applying to enter İŞGEM or/and for
inspiring and mentoring the entrepreneurs in the initial stage of starting up a business within the
İŞGEM.
APPLICANT’S NAME: ___________________________

1.

Do you have such commercial abilities and skills as for instance market research and selling skills? Can
you sell products, make an appointment, make contracts and can you do the follow-up of those activities?
Yes
Maybe
No
Comments:_________________________________________________________________________
2. Are you willing – if necessary – to actively attend a training to operate your future business successfully?
Yes
Maybe
No
Comments:_________________________________________________________________________
3. Do you know what duties and inconveniences does it imply to manage a business? (Do you accept that this
situation entails such factors as carrying out administrative tasks, uncertain incomes, the danger of
indebtedness, temporary over-time, lack of weekend spare time, etc.?)
Yes
Maybe
No
Comments:_________________________________________________________________________
4. Does your family support you and can they accept the duties/inconveniences implied in running a
business/enterprise?
Yes
Maybe
No
Comments:_________________________________________________________________________
5. Have you already considered your business incomes and the costs of operation (expenses), and have you
estimated the planned earnings for the first 12 months?
Yes
Roughly
No
Comments:_________________________________________________________________________
6. Have you made a detailed list of documents, materials or working spaces necessary for the starting up?
Have you calculated the costs of it and compared different price offers?
Yes
Roughly
No
Comments:_________________________________________________________________________
7. Have you met optional future sub-contractors and clients of your business?
Yes
Yes, some of them
No
Comments:_________________________________________________________________________
8. Do you have a person in your surroundings who can give you critical feedback on your activity, processes,
the outputs and your choices?
Yes
Maybe
No
Comments:_________________________________________________________________________
9. Is it a problem for you that your work will be helped by a mentor providing professional and
intercommunication support and follow-up activity within the İŞGEM project?
Yes
Maybe
No
Comments:_________________________________________________________________________
10. Please rank the following factors in a sense how important they are for you in starting up of your
businesses. Please rank all the answer options from 1 to 5; 1=least likely, 5=most likely.
individual state, independence (I am responsible for my own actions.)
to work with a team of colleagues and in circumstances created by myself
flexible working hours and schedule
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payment according to performance
higher living standards
prestige
opportunity for improvement

11. In your opinion, which of your abilities, characteristics and surroundings can be considered to be the
greatest strengths for the business being started? (expertise, financial backgrounds, network of relation,
etc.)
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
12. In your opinion, what are the weaknesses that should be strengthened in order to launch the planned
business activity successfully?
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
13. Which opportunities do you think can contribute significantly to the success of your business?
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
14. Please define the factors and circumstances, which are a potential source of danger for carrying out
business activity successfully.
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
15. Please describe why you would like to become involved in the İŞGEM programme.
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
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Form 1.3: Checklist for Business Plan Assessment

1.

2.

3.

4.

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION


type of business you are planning



products or services



type of opportunity (new, part-time, expansion, seasonal, year-round)



keys for success



growth potential



uniqueness



strengths



weaknesses

MARKETING


potential customers



size and growth of the market



major competitors (how are their businesses prospering)



sales promotion plans



anticipated market share



pricing



advertising



strengths and weaknesses

RESEARCH, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT


design or development



technical assistance



research needs



costs relative to competitors



strengths and weaknesses

MANUFACTURING


location



what influenced the choice of location?



needs for production, e.g. facilities and equipment
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5.

6.

7.



key suppliers



available transportation



local supply of available labour



manufacturing costs



strengths and weaknesses

MANAGEMENT


key management qualifications



number of employees needed



key functions



plans for employee salaries or wages and benefits



consultants or specialists needed (when and why)



legal form of ownership and why



licenses and permits



key regulations



strengths and weaknesses


CRITICAL RISKS


potential problems



major obstacles to success



alternative courses of action



strengths and weaknesses

FINANCIAL


Estimated business income for the first year by month



What will it cost you to open the business?



Monthly cash flow for the first year, by month



Personal monthly financial needs



Annual sales volume to make a profit during the first three years:



Lowest annual sales level at which you will make a profit



Pre-opening financial condition: (projected assets, liabilities and net



worth)



Total financial needs for the first three years



Potential funding sources
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8.

9.



Use of funds from lenders and investors



Security for loans



Strengths and weaknesses

MILESTONES


How many months to sustainability?



What are your key objectives in the next three years?



What are the deadlines for each stage of business development?



Strengths and weaknesses

ANNEX


Attach documents, drawings, agreements, or other materials needed to



support your plan initial



Attach names of references, advisers, or technical sources initial



Other supporting documents initial



Strengths and weaknesses

10. MARKETING CHECKLIST


How will your customers use your products/services?



What are your customer's basic buying considerations with regard to:
o

price

o

quality

o

service

o

availability

o

engineering

o

credit terms

o

right of return or consignment



Past and prospective patterns of product changes in your industry



What are new uses for your products



Describe related products or industry segments you are not now serving



What warranty terms are customarily offered, and what is their cost



Product liability issues



Intellectual property protection:



Trade secret
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Trade/service mark



Patent



Your assessment of the nature of demand: (basic/created)



Key customer characteristics



Role of the following - and their needs I expectations
o

individual consumers

o

industrial buyers

o

service buyers

o

commercial buyers

o

financial buyers

o

government buyers

o

retailers

o

wholesalers



Your assessment of market early growth mature vintage



Major foreign markets (identity and size)



Discuss the following factors effect on demand:



Population changes



General business conditions



New products, product changes or technological innovations



Governmental factors



(e.g. fiscal policy import/export controls, defense activity)



Customer growth



Energy availability



Ecological considerations



How much can market be expanded by your company



Discuss the market segmented by:



o

Customer characteristics

o

Geographical locations

o

Product characteristics

o

Channel of distributions

Pricing policy:
o

how will you develop market segmentation?

o

seasonal sales patterns and anticipated shifts



record of product sales performance



Date the product was (will be) introduced I any significant
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modifications



Projection of growth or contraction trends for the product lines



Forecast of the following, by year for the next five years



Sales expectations



Market share



Key competitors



total competitive capacity, by year for the next five years



Forecast of the following, by year for the next five years



Sales backlog



Accounts receivable



Attach an assessment of principal competitors and competitive practices,



including product, technology and financial



Attach pricing policies analysis for key product lines



What is the sensitivity of both you & your competitors to price changes?



Who is the price leader?



Is good price discipline practiced?



What excess capacity in the industry might tend to depress prices?



Will you be able to pass along cost increases to customers?



Attach an analysis of potential domestic and export customers,



including:



Total number, major types of customers and estimated sales



Geographical locations and estimated sales by location



Potential principal customers, annual volume of sales and buying habits



Proposed contractual relationships with customers



Government contracting subject to cost regulations or price redetermination



Special discounts and credit terms to be offered to significant customers



methods companies in the industry use to distribute and sell, including:



Channels of distribution and annual volume of product in each channel



Conditions in customers* markets



Nature and importance of the field sales effort



Manner of compensating sales personnel



Advertising and sales promotion practices in this industry



Changing patterns in the distribution process



Trends among major customers toward integrating, purchasing
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substitute products or otherwise deviating from existing purchasing



habits



Cost of advertising appeals, media and other sales promotion



Analysis of distribution and selling costs



Describe marketing methods relating to foreign sales



Review the major elements of marketing, including:
o

Market forecasts

o

Departmental costs

o

Sales and expenses per sales professional

o

Customer service costs

o

Order processing costs

o

Discount pattern by customer groupings

o

Key customers and total volume of sales, by year for the next three years

Adapted from "Checking Into An Acquisition Candidate*; Coopers &Lybrand.
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Form 1.4:
Regulations for the use of Incubator premises
1. An occupation record shall be drawn up and agreed when tenant takes over the business premises. The premises
must be returned in the same condition as found in the occupation record or in a different condition, if the
landlord agrees with it. For normal wear and tear, and for damages caused by obsolescence the tenant is not
liable.
2. All production activities, including storage of materials and finished products should be held within the allocated
space. Any use of the external area and surfaces is subject to a specific amendment to the contract.
3. Emissions of noise, dust and gas, and other pollution should not exceed the statutory norms for each activity. In
the rooms of the first floor payload of each space must not exceed the maximum permissible load of the
premises. Any potentially larger payload of these spaces, inserting objects whose individual weight exceeds load
of ... kg / m2 or stacking objects in such a way that the burden of more than ... kg / m2, is only permitted after
checking the bearing capacity by a civil engineering specialist.
4. In accordance with the fire safety study and fire control plan the tenant must prepare for its activities a proper
assessment of fire safety and in accordance with this the requirements must be equipped with the necessary fire
protection equipment.
5. It is prohibited to carry on the activities or works that present a danger of fire or explosion, or may be carried out
only on the basis of the relevant consent of the competent inspection authorities and in strict compliance with the
prescribed conditions.
6. Any polluting products or substances must be stored in accordance with the applicable rules, whereby it is strictly
prohibited to discharge into the sewer system or into the environment.
7. It is strictly forbidden to park a vehicle on surfaces that are not indicated for this purpose.
8. The tenant is responsible for health and safety protection at work and for the behaviour of people who for various
reasons come into its unit or are involved in the production process.
9. In the case of the use of facilities with common entrance in a time when these entrances are not supervised
(Saturdays, Sundays , night hours ) the user is responsible for closing and locking the entrances.
10.The user cannot make any change to the acquired area without prior approval of the ISGEM.
11.Lettering and signs may be installed only in places designated by the ISGEM and only in accordance with its
instructions.
12.User is obliged to immediately report to and later inform in writing any defect in the common devices associated
with the unit, and agree with the ISGEM the necessary interventions to repair
13.User can’t claim any reimbursement from the ISGEM for any disruption that occurred in the electrical, water
supply, heating and telephone network.
14.Any comments on the implementation of the agreement must be given in writing; it will be given a written reply
to the tenant as soon as possible.
15.The user pre-authorizes ISGEM to carry out with its own staff or others necessary control visits to the leased
premises for control of use in accordance with the terms of the contract; these visits will also be carried out
where a report of a fault or mal-functioning of any aspect of the unit. At the end of each visit a written statement
will be prepared and signed by both parties.
16.ISGEM undertakes, within the framework of services provided, to safeguard confidential information related to
the activities of individual users and to operate in a manner that will provide the greatest secrecy.
17.The user commits to deliver to ISGEM all keys to the doors of the unit(s), to be held in safekeeping in case of
urgent intervention (fire, water spillage, etc.). ISGEM commits to keep the keys in a special locker and not to use
them outside of the cases specified in this document or hand them over to a third party.
18. ISGEM reserves the right to change these regulations.
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Form 1.6 List of Mentors
Mentor

Specialization
Business
communicati
on

Developme
nt strategy

Sales
and
distribution

Marketing

Comment: tick in the cell for mentors specialization
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Business
planning

Financial
managemen
t

Engineering
and
production

Business
growth

Form 1.7 Mentor’s Time schedule
Mentor: ………………………………..
Incubatee
January
Client company A
Client company B
Client company C
Client company D
Client company E
Client company F
Client company G

February

March

April

May

June

Comment: insert mentoring activity (or activity code) into cells (technical analysis, market validation, economic
feasibility,… )
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1.8 Individual entrepreneur Mentoring Record

İŞGEM
Mentor's
diary

Entrepreneur:
Mentor:
Mentoring activities:
day month 2015

Checking the tasks given/accomplished at the previous session:

Topics emerged during the session (questions, problems, opportunities, suggestions):

Steps to be taken and period - by ISGEM:

Steps to be taken and period - by entrepreneur:

Place and Date

Signatures:
Mentor

Client
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Form 1.9: Schedules for operating procedures
A. Daily Operating Procedures

When

Who

Start

What

Check

Unlock Doors & Turn on Lights
Check computers/printer/fax
Make beverage
Check tenant spaces
Mgr

End

Review & Prioritize Needs
Check tenant spaces
Lock Secondary Doors
Set night-lights & security
Lock Main Door

B. Weekly Operating Procedures

Tues

Check consumables level
Process re-stock order

Wed

Mgr

Thur

Tenant Board of Advisors
Tenant / Management Meeting

C. Monthly Operating Procedures

First

Copy Machine, Fax, Log

1-3

Monthly Billing ex Rent

3

Mgr

5

Check Billing ex Rent
Rent payment status
Notices for Arrears w/Penalty

5

Mgr

10

Monthly Management Report
Rent payment status

Mgr

Eviction begun as necessary
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15

Mgr

Executive Committee Review

18

Mgr

Review Levels of Use
(capacity utilization review)

20

Equipment Check & Maintenance

25

Prepare Rent Bills

Last

Distribute Rent Bills

D. Annual Operating Procedures

Jan

Mgr

Management Report

Board

Annual Audit

Mgr

Shareholders’ Report

Board

Board of Directors

Apr

Mgr

Shareholders’ Meeting

May

Mgr

Staff Performance Review

Jun

Mgr

Board of Directors

Aug

Board

Strategic Plan update

Sep

Board

Board of Directors

Nov

Mgr

Annual Budget

Dec

Board

Board of Directors

Mar
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Form 1.10: Minutes of the meeting of the Board of Directors
( İŞGEM name)

Opening:
Minutes of a meeting of the Board of Directors of (Isgem name) duly called and held on (date) at
(address), commencing at (time).
Present were:
(List of Attendees)

With the approval of the directors present, (Chairman name) acted as Chairman of the meeting
and (Secretary name) recorded the minutes.

On motions duly made and seconded, it was voted that:
1.

The minutes of the last meeting of directors be taken as read.

2.

(Insert resolution per numbered paragraph).


Dissenting to the motion were (Dissenting names).

There being no further business to transact at this time, it was voted to adjourn the meeting.

Dated (Date)

_______________________

_______________________

(Secretary name), Secretary

(Chairman name), Chairman
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Form 2.1 Register of Units:
Occupied
Space unit
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
Total
Non occupied

m

2

m

2

50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
85.00
85.00
86.00
86.00
85.00
85.00
59.00
59.00
59.00
59.00
59.00
58.50

50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
85.00
85.00
86.00
86.00
85.00
85.00
59.00
59.00
59.00
59.00
0.00
0.00

1,165.50
117.50

1,048.00

€/m2

Rent in €

3.60
3.60
3.60
3.60
3.60
3.60
6.10
7.90
7.90
7.90
7.90
7.90
8.40
7.90
7.90
7.90
10.00
11.50

180.00
180.00
180.00
180.00
180.00
180.00
518.50
671.50
679.40
679.40
671.50
671.50
495.60
466.10
466.10
466.10
0.00
0.00
6,865.70
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Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P

Contract
date

Contract
End date
of
contract

Contract
N.

Notes

Annex 2.2: Rents pricelist

Discount

Production
space in
basement

Production
space in
ground
floor

Production
space in
first floor

Office

Laboratory

Warehouse

%

€/m2

€/m2

€/m2

€/m2

€/m2

€/m2

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
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Form 2.3: İŞGEM Site and Building Evaluation

Location: ___________________________________________________________
Owner: ____________________________________________________________
Zoning: ____________________________________________________________
Plot Size: __________________________ Soil: ___________________________
Buildings:

No.: ____________________ Size(s): _________________________

Comments: ___________________________________________________
Elevation: Highest:

____m

Lowest: ____m

Range: _____m

Drainage: ____________________________________________________________
Distance to: Road: ____m

Rail: ____m

Seaport: ____m Airport: ____m

Comments: ___________________________________________________
Mass Transit: ____m

Business center: _____m

Comments: ___________________________________________________
Residential Housing: ____m

University: _____m

Comments: ___________________________________________________

Type
Utilities:

Cost

Specs

Quantity

Comment

Electricity
Telephone
Water


Industrial



Potable

Sewage
Hazardous Waste: _____________________________________________________________
Local services:
Accounting:
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Advertising:
Attorney:
Consultants:
Business:
Technical:
Distribution:
Manufacturing:
Office Services:
Printing:
Research:

Site Diagram (attach map)

Building Floor Plan (attach)

Incubator Building Evaluation

Address: _____________________________________________________________
Description: ___________________________________________________________
Condition: ____________________________________________________________
Site:

Size:

____ sqm

Size (sqm): ____ gross sqm

______ net sqm

Office: _______
Construction: Wall: ______

Adjacent: ____ sqm

Fenced: __________

Dimensions: ____________

Warehouse: _______

Factory: _________

Ceiling: ______ Roof: ________ Floor: __________

Exterior Finish: _______

Clearances: Clear Span: __________
Bay Size: ________

Floor Thickness: _______

Ceiling Height: ____________
Column Spacing: _______
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Characteristics: Doors: ______ Drive-in Door: _____ Dock Doors: _____

Dock Height: ____

Rail Doors: ______ Parking Spaces: ______
Heating Type: __________
Features:

Boiler:________ Air Conditioning: _______

Overhead Crane: _____ sqm

Sprinkler System: _______ sqm

Freezer Room: _____ sqm

Cold Room: _______ sqm

Security System: _____ sqm
Utilities:
Electrical:

Provider:

Capacity:

________ v

________ p

Gas:

Provider:

Line Size:

Approval:

Water:

Provider:

Line Size:

Approval:

Sewer:

Provider:

Line Size:

Approval:

Telephone:

Provider:

Lines:

Approval:

Internet:

Provider:

Lines:

Approval:

________a

Transportation:
Proximity: ________ Highway: _______ Air Freight: ________ Barge: ___________
Rail:

Carrier: ______ Siding: _______

Fire Rating: ________ Service: ________ Distance to service: ____________

Taxes: __________________________________________________________________
Owner: ____________________________ Broker: ______________________________
Address: ___________________________ Address: _____________________________
Telephone: _________________________ Telephone: ___________________________
Fax: _______________________________ Fax: ________________________________
e-mail: _____________________________ e-mail: _______________________________
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Form 2.4: Office Inventory list
Date: 31.12.2014

Inventory ID

Name/Description

1

Table

2
3

Table
Chair

4

Chair

5
6

Chair
Chair

7
…

PC PCX model ...
…

Unit

Date: __________
Inventory Commisssion:

Name, Surname

Signature

Name, Surname

Signature
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Note

Form 2.5 Repair & Maintenance Schedule
Form 2.5:

Repair and maintenance
schedules/records

Prepared by:

Date:

Building:

Heating Systems

Implementor
Key:

Year:

Notes

Boilers

Implementer
D

Frequency/Year
4

Boiler water treatment

10

Heat pumps

4

Deaerator tank

2

Fuel tanks & distribution

1

Heat exchangers

2

Fin tubes/radiators

4

Ductwork

2

Insulation

2

Piping

4

Valves

1

Control sensors

2

Air Handling Systems

Notes

Implementor

Frequency/Year

Air handling units

4

Unit ventilators

4

Fans

2

Fire dampers

1

Filters

2-4

Humidifiers

2

Cooling Systems
Condensing units

Notes

Implementor

Jan

Frequency/Year

A = Janitor/on-site staff
Contracted to Z

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

B = Contracted to X

Jun

Jul

x

C = Contracted to Y

Aug

Sep

x

D=

Oct

Nov

x

De
c
x

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Avg

Sep

Oct

Nov

De
c

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Avg

Sep

Oct

Nov

De
c

4
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Air compressors

12

Heat exchangers

2

Fire Protection/Suppression
Systems
Fire extinguishers
Alarms and detectors

Mechanical Controls
Compressors
Pneumatic valves/levers
Pneumatic tubing
Electronic controls

Plumbing Systems
Cold water piping
Water heaters
Hot water piping
Circulation pumps
Sump pumps
Valves and traps
Septic tanks

Lighting Systems
Fluorescent fixtures
Incandescent fixtures
HID fixtures
Lighting panels
Emergency lighting
Exterior lighting

Signal Systems
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Computer data
Public address
Fire alarms
Security alarm/devices

Foundation and Substructure
Footings
Foundation walls
Waterproofing
Insulation

Superstructure
Columns
Beams
Floor structure
Roof structure
Monolithic bearing walls
Stairs and railings
Structural bracing
Welds/connectors

Roof Systems
Roofing
Insulation
Paving
Curbs/supports
Expansion/seismic joints
Drains, gutters, etc.
Drywells
Flashing and trim
Fasteners
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Snow stops
Roof openings
Parapet caps

Exterior Wall Systems
Facade integrity
Cladding/sheathing
Doors
Window systems
Balcony walls/railings
Louvers and screens
Expansion/seismic joints
Insulation
Protective coating
Sealants

Interior Construction
Fixed partitions
Demountable partitions
Retractable partitions
Doors
Carpet
Resilient tile/sheet
Ceramic/clay tile
Terrazzo
Paint
Vinyl/fabric wall cover
Ceiling system

Power Distribution Systems
Main distribution panel
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Wiring, conduits, & distribution
panels
Electrical receptacles
Circuit breakers

Landscaping Systems
Irrigation
Tree/shrub/flower bed plantings
Turf/lawn
Walks/plazas

Vehicular Systems
Parking lots
Roads/drives
Curbs
Fire lanes

Site Utilities
Fuel tanks
Fuel distribution piping
Storm drainage
Fire hydrant systems

Specialties
Toilet partitions
Display boards
Projection screens
Display cases
Lockers
Elevators
Waste handling equipment
Food service equipment
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* Put „x“ in the months scheduled for maintenance; sign with green color after the maintenance was
implemented
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